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ik)» has peaks at 17i}- and 83,5®K:. It 1® apparent 
that a magnetic ordering transition occws at since 
the heat capacity peak at this' temperatiare Is very high, 
inich higher than the peak at 83,5*^ # the teaperature where 
the system beccaes ferroiaagnetlc. For the coaqjlete tea^ era-
ture interval between 10 and 300*^ , dysprosium has the hex­
agonal close-packed structure {5)# so that the specific heat 
peaks and. magnetic anoHialies are not associated with changes 
in crystal structure. The magnetic behavior and heat capacity 
of dysprosium indicate that the metal li successively ferro-
Biagnetie, antlferromagnetlc, and paraaagnetle as the teapera-
ture increases from below 85®K to above 176 *K. 
In our work, which Is motivated by the above results 
for the properties of dysprosium^  we study in the molecular 
field approximation the theory of ferromagnetic-antIferro-
magnetlc transitions for the hexagonal close-packed structure. 
We assume that there are both ferromagnetic and antlferro-
nagnetlc Interatomic Interactions in the system, as well as 
an anlsotropy energy which determines the axis of alignment 
of the system in zero applied magnetic field. We find, in 
this approximation, that the system ©an order In ferromagnetic 
and In several kinds of antlferroaagnetic arrangements. We 
also find that, with certain restrictions, ferromagnetlc-
antlferromagnetic transitions can occtar only if the molecular 
field coefficients for the Interactions between atoms vary 
with tei^ erature, this result agrees with that of Smart (6), 
3 
which was derived for th® epeelal, case where the spin per 
atom is §• 
We assme that th® Molecular field coefficients "rary 
slightly with teaperatiar® and solve the aolecular field 
equations for large applied magnetic fields aaking an 
arbitrary angle with the preferred ajcls of alignment of 
th® ®yst®M-, We eoapare the results of the calculations 
with experiment and predict some effects which can be looked 
for ejtperlaentally in the magnetic behavior of single crystals 
and In the heat capacity ©f both single crystals and poly-
crystalline sai^les in the presence of a magnetic field. 
II, RlfmW OP THBOBTAID STO¥llf 
W® d®serlb® briefly fh© present situatlen in th® 
theories of ferremagnetism and anttferromagnetlsm, b®for® 
going on to <l®¥®l©p froa th® standpoint of the molecular 
fl®ld theory th® baiie equations whieh we use in the dig-
etasslon of ,ferro»agn®tlc-antlferroaagneti© transitions. 
In order to aeeount for th® appearance of spontaneous 
aagnetizatlon in ferroaagnetios, P, Welis (7) assumed that 
the aagnetl© effect! of the interactions between atoms 
could be represented by an effective molecular field pro­
portional to the magnetisation, of th® forii 
where is the effective fields % is th® Weiae molecular 
field coefficient^  and a Is the average aagnetlsatlon per 
atoa. According to th® Weiss theory, the total field 
experienced by a given atoa can be written 
where 1 Is th® external field. If th® necessary modifications 
are aade to the Weiss molecular field treatment to Include 
quantum mechanical effect®, th# nagnetization m is given by 
(2,1) 
li. « 1 + fcm , (2.2) 
B - ^  Bj(llHtAT) . (2.3) 
where ti = Mnde g-faotor for angular momantum 
5 
J, tig is th© Bohr mgnetoa, and Bj la th# ^ lllouio function 
for angular Moa«iitum defined by 
Bj(y} « eoth coth ^  , (2,1|.) 
A fundamental ©:^ laiiatlon ©f the origin of th® Weiss 
molecular field was first given by leisenberg (8) la 1928 
in terms of exchange interactions, i^ ich are equivalont to 
an interatoaie. potential of th® fora 
fij • -  ^ (2,5) 
where S| and Sj are the spin angular momentum wetorB of 
atom® i and j measured in unit® of h/Sifp h is Flanck*s 
constantt and is th© exchange integral for the inter­
action between atoms 1 and j. If the sign of is positive^  
the interaction between atoms i and j Is ferromagnetic in 
nature, since th© energy of interaction is lowest when the 
spins are parallel, Gomrersely, if is negati've, the 
interaction is antiferronagneti© in character, 
Th© theory of cooperative phenomena, of which ferro-
aagnetism and antiferrooagnetism are typical examples, is 
on© of th® most difficult fields of statistical aechanlcs, 
Th© study of magnetic ordering is greatly cOTpllcated because 
the spin vectors appearing in If. ((2,5) are quantum laechanical 
operators. Many approxiiaations have been eaployed for th© 
study of ferroaagaetism and antiferronagnetisra, soa© being 
valid for high temperatures, others for teaperatures near th® 
6 
absolttt# On® of fch® principal high tsaperatwr® approxi­
mations is th© B®th®-P®i®rls approxiaation, whieh has b©®n 
applied to th® stmdj ©f f@rromagn®tl®a by P, H. Weiss (9) and 
to antlf®rroaagn®tlsM by 1,1 {10), fh#®® approxiaations ar® 
sm©c®ssful in prtdietiag that one- and two-dimensional 
lattio®# will not b® ordered, and in obtaining r®asonabl« 
values for the ©ritical teaperatmr®® for th# siapl® eubie 
and b©dy«©®nt®red ©ubi© strmetur©®, They also take into 
aeeomnt sue©@8®fttlly short rang© order effects. However* 
Anderson (11) has shown that, in th© f@rromagnetie case* th® 
Beth®-Pel®rls-Weiss method breaks down for te^ eratures of 
the order of half the ©ritie&l t®i5>eratur®. Since there is 
doubt ©oneerning the validity of the aethod for te^ eratures 
much below th® critical temperatmre# and sine® it becomes 
exceedingly coi^ lleated to apply for the ©as® of interactions 
between more than on® kind of neighbor, w® think it unwls® 
to e^ loy th® t^he-Peierls-W®lss approximation for our In­
vestigation of the theory of ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic 
transitions. 
The th®ory of ferromagnetism at low temperatures has 
been treated sueeessfully by the spin wave theory originated 
by Bloeh (12), in whieh the deviations of the spins from what 
would b® expected In a state of perfeet order ar® studied, 
fh® spin wave theory predicts th© correct t3/2 behavior of 
the approach of th® magnetization to saturation for low 
tej^ peratures, fh® most recent discussion of the spin wave 
? 
theory of f«rromagnetlsm Is by Marshall C13)> who points out 
that it is a rigorous theory for ferromagnetlam because th© 
exact ground stat® for th« system is known and b®oause it 
©an b© proved that th® approxiaationa ©i^ loyed hav® no Im-
portant ®ff®ets in th® Halt of v®ry low t#mp«ratur«s, 
Marshall {13)» also diseuss®« the spin wav® theory of 
antiferroiaagnetism and e^ haslses that it is much l®ss w®ll 
founded.. He points out that it has been ifflpesalbl® to 
demonstrat® eonclusively that th® approximations used in 
the spin wave method do not affeet the validity of the 
results. In an earlier paper, Marshall (lij.) showed that, 
in eontrast to the situation for ferroMagnetles, the ground 
states for antlferromagnetics have never been derived rigor­
ously, fhe review article of lagamlya, Yoslda, and Kubo 
(15)» provides an extensive discussion of the spin wave 
theory of antlferromagnetlsa as it has been developed by 
many workers. The spin wave theory, sine® it Is appropriate 
only for very low temperatures, cannot be used in our dis­
cussion of th® theory of ferroaagnetic-antiferroaagnetic 
transitions, which occur at rather high te^ eratures, 
'The molecular field approxi»ation, which w® use to 
study f®rro«agnetic»antlf®rromagnetlc (F-A) transitions, has 
been applied widely to antlferromagnetism and provides a 
good seal-quantitative description of many phenomena. Heel 
(165, in 1932» first adapted the concept of the Weiss molecu­
lar field to antlferroaagnetiaa, and since then his original 
8 
ld«a® haT® b©«n extended and refined by many workers» In-
eluding fan fleek (175# Anderson (18), Saart (19), and 
lagjualya (20)» Ixtellent reviews of the whole field of 
antlferroBiagnetlsffl ha¥e been published by fan fleck (21), 
Lidiard (22), and lagaalya, Xoslda, and Kmbo (IS). 
fhe Moleeular field theory ©orrespondi to the Bragg-
Wllllaiis approximation in the theory of order* dliorder in 
alloys -(23, p. T93-5# s-nd to th® first Heisenberg approx­
imation In the theory of ferroaagnetlsffl (Sij., p* 329). Al­
though it represents the erudest approxifflation in the theory 
of cooperative phenomena, it has had rea«rkable suoo'ess in 
describing the properties of antlf#rromagnetie&, and further­
more, it has th® useful property of being applleabl® for all 
tea^ jerature®. A detailed dlseutslon of th© molecular field 
approximation Is given in Chapter III# along with derivations 
of the iBOleeiJlar field equations and the,free energy of the; 
system. 
fhe problem of F-A transitions has been studied In the 
moleemlar field approximation by Smart (6) and by Elcoek (25) 
for the speeial case of spin fhey both arrived at the 
oonelusion that F-A transitions ean ooour only if the molec­
ular eoefflelent® for the Interatomle interactions are 
slightly teaperature dependent* S»art (6) derived the free 
energy of the system by writing down for th® entropy S, 
E » k In , (2 ,6)  
9 
where ,,#1^ 5 is the total number of ways of orienting 
the atomic spins on the lattice sites of the n sublattices 
into whleh the strueture is subdivided consistent with the 
equillbriua wlues of the magnetizations 1| of the sublat-
tlces. The are found trom the standard equations of the 
molecular field approximation. For spin §, is 
known in closed form and In can be approximated 
by using the Stirling formula for the factorials involved. 
Smart determined the Glbbs free energy S for zero applied 
magnetic field by integrating the thermodynamic relation 
d0 « - S dT , (2.7) 
where T is the temperature and the molecular field coefficients 
vary with T. Elcock (25) has criticized Smart's derivation 
and given one of his own which starts from the partition 
function 2» Our derivation of the molecular field equations 
starts from the partition function Z in the same manner as 
llcock, and differs only in detail because we are dealing with 
ions of arbitrary angular momentum J, rather than the case 
J « !• studied by llcock. We believe that our method, which 
is based In part on the derivation for arbitrary J of the 
partition function for a ferromagnetic system described by 
Van Vleck (Zk» p. 329)» ha® the advantage of bringing out 
clearly the origin and significance of the effective field 
felt by the atoms of each sublattice, 
Yaffet and Klttel (26), also using the molecular field 
3.0 
approxlaatloia, have studied the theory of »agnetle structure 
transitions in ferrites, where transitions cm oecur even 
when the nioleeular field ©oeffloients are Independent of 
tei^ erature. fhe ferrites have the spinel structure, in whieh 
the aagnetie ions are distributed among two inei|ulvalent sites 
A and B. fhe aagnetl© Ion® ean he of different kinds on the 
two sites* Taffet and Klttel examined the free energy at 
absolute zero and obtained the eondition whieh determines the 
stable configuration for different eoneentrations of laagnetie 
ions and different magnitudes of the field coefficients, fhey 
also derived the eondition whieh deteralnes the state whieh 
has the highest ©ritleal temperature and Is therefore stable 
at high tea^ eratures., fhey showed there was no necessary 
relation between the two eondltlons and that therefore the 
possibility existed that transition® between various ordered 
states could occur, even If the Molecular field coefficients 
were independent of the tei^ erature, 
Molecular field efuatlons sisdlar to ours have been 
studied, again for -I « f # using further approxliaations which 
are not apprc^rlate for the rang® of tei|>eratures and Magnetic 
fields needed to describe the properties of dysprosium, CSorter 
and laantjes (M?) have studied the aolecular field equations 
for a system rather slailar to ours, but they have Introduced 
anlsotropy effects by assuming an anisotropic g-factor and 
anisotropic exchange interactions, instead of assuming as we 
have that the anlsotropy arises through crystal fields. 
II 
TvLTtheTmore 0 a»th0d», aXthoiagh th@j ai*@ Tftlid for all 
aagnltmies- Of tfe® appli«d magn«tle field, work only for th® 
absolmt® ttr® of t^ Bperatiare, Tosiia (28) and Fomlls and 
Hardeaaim (29) ]aa¥® studied ajstems having th© saa® form of 
anisotropy as w® h®T« assumed, bat tto.®ir approxtaations, 
wMl® good for a wid® raiig® of t®fflp®ratur®», appear to be 
¥alid only for s»aH magnetic field®, fheir»od«l differs 
from ©ura in that they have eonsldered only antlferro* 
magnetlo intsratomi© interaetion® t whll® w® have asstaiaed 
that ferromagnetie interactione are also present, fh® 
phenomenon of "spin flop" whieh appears in o«r model has 
been deeoribed la th® review articles of lagaaiya,. Yosida, 
and Embo (15) stnd of Pomlis and ©orter (30). 
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III, TIE MO'ISCITUl PIBI,D AffHOXMAf 101 
W® tas© th® following mod,®! to liiv®'Stigat® tb© magn®tie 
P'rop®rtl®s of th« rar® ©artfe metals, lach atom ii ©oBsldered 
to exist in th® m®tal m a trlpositiv© ion in th® sam® sp®e-
tro'seopie l©v®l as th® fp@® ion glT«n hj Hun<i»s ml®, W® 
assume that the 1th and Jth atoas interact with an isotropic 
interaetlon, which can be writt®n 
** " • C3»l) 
wh®r® gj is th« liand®'' g-..faet©r for angular moaentua J, 
is th® Bohr magneton, Is th® c©©fflei®nt for th® inter­
action between th® ith and jth atoms, and rector represents 
the angular aoMentuii of th® 1th atom in units of h/2fr. The 
magnitude of Is given by the quantum number J, so that 
, j(j4-l). 
We assime that th© anisotropy energy of the 1th atom due 
to crystal fields e«a be written in terms of the z com­
ponent of th® angular momentuM &s 
- . (3.2) 
where E is a constant which ha® th© diaensions of a magnetic 
field and gives the imgnitud® of th® anisotropy, A discussion 
of the anisotropy energy Is given in Appendix A, The energy 
of the ith at©» .due to an applied magnetic field H is writt®n 
in the custosary form 
13 
g^ gJi.E » C3.3) 
where 1 is th© ®xt®riial field, 
W@ writ® for th® total enorgj E of th® syst®«* th«r®« 
for®. 
In th® »ol®©Mlar field method, th® energy 1 of Iq, (3.4) i® 
approximated in a manner which we now deicrib®, Assmm® that 
are a®r® dlitant from each other than rth nearest neighbors, 
fhen ittbdiTid# th® structtir® into sublattiees in^  such a 
manner that no sublattie® contains atoms which ar® nearer to 
each other than (r+l)th nearest neighbors, and no sublattice 
containi more than on® kind of neighbor of the atoms of any 
other sublattice. In general there ar® aany different ways 
of swbdiTiding a strmctmre, depending on its .syametry and 
the relative iiaportan©® of th© interaction® between different 
kinds of neighbors. Iiet ms as®\aie that ••there ar® 2H'atoms 
per sublattiee and that there ar© n amblattices, 
low consider the energy of interaction of an atom on 
the ith a"ttblattic® with its neighbors on the Jth sublattice, 
fhis energy is 
where the swimation is over all the interacting neighbors of 
the atom on th® ith stiblattice which reside on the jth smb-
the coeffi^ eients are zero for all pairs of atoms which 
(3.5) 
111. 
lattie®, Th® ©oeffitlemts th® sam® fo r  all int®3?». 
aetlag pairs* In th® aoleemlar 
energy ii written in th© fora 
wh®r« Sj deaot®# th® average a«^ lar momentwa per atom ©f 
the Jth suhlattlo®, given by 
21 S 5 (k) 
fh© symbol give# th® niiMber 
whieh Interaet with a given atoak on th® ith sublattlce, and 
we hav® taken *® o®'* approximate Bg, C3.I+) ^ y^ 
1 a - + 
Here, In contrast to Iq, C3.l|-)i 
several different @ublattlc®s, 4° that 1 and j range from 1 
to n, Th® veetors Sj_ and Sj represent th® average angular 
momenta of the 1th and Jth sublnttiees respectively.' 
In th® iBOleeular field appi'oximatlon, the long rang® 
order of th® system Is taken intio aocount by subdividing the 
structure into sublattlees. It 
S<3. (3 #8) that th® total energy 
av®rag® angular momenta of the u^blattices, and therefor® of 
th® long rang® order of the system, fhls Is a serious 
assii^ tion and auch more drastic; than our earlier assunption 
that w® need eon®id®r only intei-atomi© interactions b@tw@@n 
field approximation this 
(3.6) 
C3.7) 
of atoms on th® jth sublattlc® 
H.IA +ri(K/2)Si,^ .(3.8) 
the su3fflfflatlons are over th® 
is assumed in writing down 
1 Is a function only of th® 
1$ 
oertftla nearby neighbor®. Spec 
range order. It is apparent th^ ' 
actions there exists .for a given 
average- angular momenta of the 
energies for the system,• fhis i 
properly of short range effect® 
tures very near and slightly ab4' 
For teaqjerature® well below a © 
system is strongly ordered, ®® 
is the long range order which 14 
the orientation of a given spin 
any rat®, th® already ooHsiderab: 
field approximation in interpret 
for antiferromagnetlsa reeoraaencl 
pecially when the rather sever® 
the aore exact theories are•rec 
fh® partition fmnction % 
4flcally, it neglects short 
t with short range inter-
set of values th® 
u^blattices a wide range of 
allure to take account 
is Most serious for tea^ era-
ve a critical teaperature, 
i^ itical tei^ erature, the 
t^ hat th© assu^ tion that it 
l^ ortant in determining 
seems to be reasonable. At 
le success of the molecular 
ing the experimental results 
s Its continued use, es-
fflatheaatical difficulties of 
illed, 
the system is fc»r 
Z- I  
II 
].l where the suttmatioas are over a: 
of the sublattice vectors 
can be performed, approximately 
contributions eoae frcm values 
values S|^ *, fh® method for find: 
If the emergy 1 of Ig. (3.8) is 
fhe 
If 
c»f 
about the mean values and m 
exp(-l/kf) , (3.9) 
the magnitudes and directions 
suBmatlons la Eq, (3.9) 
w® assume that the principal 
the S| near certain mean 
ing the is described later, 
expanded in a Taylor's series 
•ikly tena® linear in 
l6 
ar® E takes th# form 
1 S « E* - » (3.10) 
wh®r« 
# « - aig^ B » {3.1X) 
and 
means to s«» o¥@p J 
(3.12) 
Th® siwb©! ^Lm Bvm leafing out tb® t@m iaj. 
and z is tb,® mnlt f®etor parallel to the positiT® z axis,^  
The field H|_ is th® ®ff@etif« field felt bf th© atoms of th® 
ith sublattic®, 
Th® partition ftinotion Z of Iq, (3«9) e®^ n b® writtsn 
The su«ation in Ig, C3.l4) is of©r all magnitudes and 
—7 
directions of th® eorr®spending to all possibl® orien­
tations of th® 21 ions that make up the ith gublattice, A 
convenient way to perform the stun for the ith sublattic® is 
—7 
to choose th® direction of th® effective field as the 
direction of quantisation of the angular mosenta for the ith 
sublattic® and to classify the states of the sublattic® by 
Z « @xpCsVw)Wj^ Ej^  , (3.13) 
where 
1? 
th® projeetioni of their total angular aoaenta in th© direction 
of f© us« this technigu® w@ transform Iq, (3.14) into 
% -ZiW{l^ ) exp (3.15) 
wh»r® p. « proj#etioa ©f th© total angular 
momentum of sublattica i i^ ong the field H|_, and is th® 
amgnltud® of 1|_, fh@ faetor ir(lj^ ) is th® number of ways that 
2N ions ®a©h of angular a@a®ntuai J ©an to® arranged so that 
the total ©omp©n@nt of th® angular m©«®ntuia along th® direetion 
of quantization is It ©an b® shown C2l|., p» 32i|.) that 
w(Mj^ ) is th® eo#ffl©l®nt of in th® ©xpansion of 
,+X*'^ )^ ,^ Th® result of th® suiaaatlon is that 
Blnh /slnh Ji 
2Jr X 2J 
21 , (3.16) 
wh®r@ « {tH^ /kf, fh® fr@@ @n®rgy F is given by th® usual 
relation 
F « - kT InZ , (3.17) 
which fro® Iq, (3.13) Is 
F « - InZj^ . (3.18) 
1® find $^ 0^ th® a®an valu® ©f from th® relation 
Ti* - .ZP(-^ ICT) . (3.19) 
in which th® suimations may b® carried out with th® saa® 
approximations us®d ip calculating 2. 
X8 
Observ® that tfe.® surniatiou to be carried omt la Eq, (3.15) 
is Ifi^ ntical witli tb.© suomatioa which mnn% b®. carried out in 
th® derivation of th® partition fimctlon for a dilute para* 
magnetic njBtmm of ion® with permanont »agn©tic moments y. in 
th® pr®s®ne« of an ®xt©rnal magnetic field, where now th® 
@ff®ctlv« fi®li Hj_ play® th® rol® of th® ©xternal magnetic 
fl®ld, fherofore, th© partition function 2|_ is idantlcal 
with th® petition function for a dllut® paramagnetic system 
in an external field (23# p. ^ S), fhls identity comes 
about b®©aus© of the linearisation approximation us®d in 
obtaining th® form C3*13) foa? th® partition function Zp sine® 
this approxlaatlon replaces th© Interaction between sublat-
tlces by an effect!v® field, fhls typ® of approximation -
in on® form or anothor • is at th® heart of all molecular 
fi®ld treatments, Bj comparing Sqs', (3.lit-) and C3.i9)f w« 
s®® that th® magnitude of can b® obtained formally 
fro® th® relation 
« (kf/g%^ g)c^ lnl/c)li « J B^ (|iH^ /kT) . (3.201 
where th® jfeillouln function is given in If, {2.i|.)^ . 
Keeping in mind oxir abov® remarks# w® s@© th® physical 
slgnificanc® of It is a vector parallel to whos® 
magnitude represents th® average projection per atom of 
th© angular momentum of th® 1th sublattlc® In th® direction 
of fhl® result follows from Iq. (3,19)» because all 
vector® having the saa® Magnitude and making equal angles 
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with H|_ hftTe ©qua! weights iM the siaia, so that th© BVm of 
thftip eoffl^ onents perpeMieulai* to is zero, 
Th© opd©p®<i states of th® system m*m found by solving 
Eqs, (3»20), which are a set of traaseeMental equationsj 
the effective field H|_ i® given by Iq. (3,12). fhe free 
energy F'of Iq, {3.18) redtiees to th# free energy derived 
by Smart (6) and lleoek (25) f©r the special case of jr«§ 
and zero exteriaal magnetic field, if th# moleeular field 
coefficient® Y|_j are independent of te^ erature. With the 
help of Iqs. {3*11) (3.12), we write Iq, (3.18) i« the 
useful form 
P - Pi - ' (3-21) 
where 
Fi « .% - W ln2^  . (3.22) 
Since all our equations involve the mean values it is 
convenient to discard the asterisk in all subsequent work, 
with the understanding that 'the syabol Sj^  means the sta­
tistical mechanical average angular moiaentm per atom of 
the 1th sublattlee. 
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If, SOIiUTIOiS FOB ZERO 1X.T1MAL MAGIETIC FIELD 
W© liaf®' derlvei In Cbapter III th® baslo ®quation® of 
th« m®l©eul«r field approximation. Th® magnltud® of th© 
angular moaenttim of atoms on smblattis® 1 Is obtained 
from th® epilation 
sj - J , (3.20) 
while the effeetlv® field Sj^  is given by 
7 7 ^^  —7 /\ 
% » I ri f^  "»• 1 a . (3.12) 
Equations (3.20) and (3-.12) eoaprl®® a «®t of slaultaneoms# 
transeendental eqmatlona *toieh are subject to th® eondltlon 
that th® ^  be parallel to the effective field fhis 
oonditlon# e^ reaaed by the equations 
% " ^i % » 
ariies in the molecular field approxiaation because the sub-
lattice angular moaenttu® it the statistieal average of 
the projections of the angular momenta of the individual 
atoas of the ith sublattle® in the direction of th© effective 
field Hj. 
Substitute Iqs. {l}..l) ia Eqs, (3.12) to obtain the set 
of equations 
Sj * It S5 * H » 
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where th® aagnltud® Is now given by 
Si « J Bj(i.XiSiAT) . ( k , 3 )  
W© i@®k solutions of Iqs, (4.2) and (J+.J) with th® lowest 
fj?®« ®n@rgj P of Iq, (3.21) for a given H and T, In Appendix 
D ar® given graphs of plotted against x and of (Si/J) 
plotted against (C*Xj^ /f), where G*«gj|igJ( J+1) */3te. 
Wf now investigate the nature of the ordered states of 
the system in z©ro external laagnetl© field. A class of 
solutions of Bqs, with H«0 ©an be found for whleh all 
the Xj|_ have the same value X. It la believed that this class 
of solutions eontains in every ease the solution of lowest 
free energy,' Bat It is not evident how to prove thl® con­
tention without examining each possibility in turn. Appendix 
B contains a discussion of this question, in which it^  is 
shown that under certain conditions the state with the lowest 
free energy is one for which all the have the same value, 
Mt we have not exhausted all possibilities. 
If we set H«0 In Iq, (l|.,2) and assume that X^ aX, for all 
i, Iqs, (l|.,2) becomes a set of homogeneous equations which 
have non-trivial solutions if either 
where 6j^ j is the Sronecker delta. Corresponding to each X 
X6 i j  -  Y j . j  «  0  ,  i k ,k )  
or 
| ( X " ' K ) 5 £ j - r £ j  « o  ,  i k .5)  
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whleh Is a solution of Eq, there ©xlsts on® or aor© 
ordered states for th® S| are aligned perpeadiotilar 
to th.© z axis# trtail© for ©aeh X satisfying gq, {Ij-.S) there 
exist# one or aor® ordered state® for whieh the are 
aligned along the z axis, 
Froffl th# X'8 whleh solve Eqs. ih»h)  we can 
find the critical t®B|)eratures for the various ordered 
state®, where w© define th® critical teaqjerature for an 
ordered state as the teaqjeratur© below whleh the state be­
comes stable relative to a random arrangement. The critical 
tei^ eratur# the tei^ ierature below which transcendental 
equation has a solution other than the trivial solution 
S^ aeO# can be found by differentiating both sides of Eq, (i|..3) 
with respect to and setting Bf this procedure, 
which is described further in Appendix we find 
» XC* , clj..6) 
where 0» « gjP.gJ( J-i-l)/3k. 
We now specialize th© dlseuislon to th® hexagonal close-
packed structure of dysprosiuia. We divide th® structure into 
at least eight sublattlces, in order to take into account 
Interactiong between first, second, and third nearest neigh-
bora. W® assume that «or® distant neighbor interaotlons can 
be neglected. The (c/a) ratio for dyBprosium, which has been 
measured by Banister, tegvold,^  and Speddlng {$)$ ranges be­
tween l.sBl for k-B^  and 1.571 for 302®K, The (c/a) ratio 
as 
is 1,63 for th® esis® ©f ideal ©lose paetelog, where the twelve 
nearest neighbors ©f a given atom are all at the same distanee 
away,, therefore the alx nearest jaelghbert of an atOM In a 
©ertaln (001) plaoe lie in adjaeent (001) planesi whieh als© 
eontaiu th® six third nearest neighbor®, Bie six second 
nearest neighbors lie la the same (001) plan# a® the atom in 
question. For this present w©rk, we subdivide the strueture 
into eight hexagonal sMblattlees, A convenient aethod for 
enmeratlng the sublattiee® i« described below, Sxiblattiees 
1» 3$ 5» 7 are taken so 'that thejr have atoms in th® same 
(001) planes. low sublattice 2 is ©hosen t© contain the 
third nearest neighbor ato*a for smblattiee 1| It. those for 
3i and so on, this enmeration is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
'Iiet p/l be the Weis® molecular.field coefficient (the 
Hj_j) for the interaction between ato»® which are second nearest 
neighbors, and q/2 that for nearest n®i^ b©rs. Let r/6 be 
the coefficient for third nearest neighbors, fhus if we con* 
sider an-at©», ©n a certain sublattic®, its six nearest neigh­
bors are arranged on three sublatticesf each containing two 
nearest neighbors. For exaaple* sublattiee h contains two 
nearest neighbors of an atom on smblattic® 1, so that the 
coefficient is 2(q/2)*<l» where Is defined in Iq, (3.6), 
Similarly, the coefficient the value p for the inter­
action between sublattlces whieh contain second nearest 
neighbors of each other. Since the six third nearest neigh* 
bors of a given atom all lie on a single sublattice, T|_j has 
Swblaltle® arraBg@a®ist f©i» th® hexagonal 
el®®®-paete@€ sfeimeter® when smbaivl«l«d Into 
©lgh% hexagonal smhlattle®®. fh® atoaa 
4®slgnat®d hf O s®»® (0©!) plan®, 
whll® th® atoas designated by CH 11® in ad-
3a©®ii% <001) plan©® whieh d© not contain th® 
O atom®, 
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subserlpt z means th© angular momenta are aligned along the 
% axla, fh® ©f <spd®f &r@ d#t«]paln®d by substituting 
tb® app.ropriat® falu®s for x into bts* and th®n soliring 
tli«s® ©fuations for th® r®l&ti"r« irftlues of tb.® angular 
mmBntvm ©oi^ ®n«nt8» 
tabl® orltieal teujperaturts in units of c* for various 
kind® of oriar in.tfcw hep struetur®, whm it ii subdivided 
into sight hexagonal sublattieas. 
fh« ord«r®d itatts li®t@d abov® art ahown in fig, 2. 
th®3r ean b« described as follows. fh@ ferromagnati© stat® 
f has th® angular aomanta of all sublattiees aligned parallel 
to ®aoh other. 4ntlferromagnetic state a has the angular 
Momenta on alternate (001) planes aligned- antipar.allel to 
each other. antiferroaagnetio state b is an ordering in 
which each (001j plane contains equal numbers of mtigular 
fyp® of order 
3(p+q)4.r 
3(p+q)+r4-K; 
3(p-f5-r 
3(p-q)*r+K 
-p-q+r 
•p+(|«.r 
•p4"q-r+K 
2, Ordii3P®i stat«g for th® hep structur® sub­
divided Into th© ®lght sMtolattlces shoira in 
Fig, X, fh« syiateolg O aa<fl iZl dtnot® a»gal&p 
momenta pointing parallel to a glv®n dlrootlon, 
0 aai H doiiot©' angular stoisenta pointing anti* 
parallel to that dlreetlos. 
° o ° o ° o °  " o ' o ' o "  
o ° o ° o ° o  o " o " o " o  
°  o  °  o  °  o  °  "  o  "  o  '  o  "  
STATE F STATE A 
o " o " o "  ° o ° o ° o °  
• • 
o  o  o  o  o  o  
STATE B STATE C 
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mmmntm i.llgii«d par&ll®! and antl^ papallel to a glT©n direc­
tion, aP3Paiig@d oa a s@t of pa^ all®! lln®® ©eeui>l®d toj angmlai? 
»0M#iata all of ©n® orleutatleu, lelghtoorlng planes ar® 
orlsntisd a© that third n®ai»©at ntiglibor® hav® parallel angular 
HQBenta, Antlfarroaagnetio stat® © lias tli« saa® ari»aiig®«®nt 
aa B wltMn any (001) plan®, Imt adjacent planes ar® oriented 
so that third nearest nel^ bors ha-re antlparallel angular 
momentuM orientations. 
In th® work aboT®, w@ hav® d©ooi^ os@d the hep structure 
into eight hexagonal sublattlces* fhls subdivision Is ap­
propriate when first, second, and third nearest neighbor 
interactions are taken Into account• If third nearest neigh­
bor Interactions can be neglected, another possible subdivision 
Is into six hexagonal gublattlces. The atoas la each (001) 
plane are arranged on three Interlocking hexagonal lattices, 
«id since atom® on adjacent plane® cannot be on the same sub-
lattice, six sublattlce® are required, 
fhe formal details of the solution ar® identical with 
those for th® case of eight sublattlces« fhe secular 
determinant Is 
X d d q q 
d 
- X d <1 q <3 
d d - X i q q 
q q 
- X d d 
Q q % d - X d 
q d d 
- X 
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wh-mr® <l*3p/t, md p and q 1aav« tb.® smm slgalflcane® as In 
Iq. ik*7^ * Iqwatlon (4.9) fc"® factored Into 
|X+d)^ (X-M-3q) (X-2d4-3q) « 0 . ik. lO) 
The Tarlows »iti«al tea^ seratiiJ?#® ar® glv®ii la fabl® II. 
fabl® II. Crltisal t«i^ @ratmr®s In ttaltt of 0* for th® 
hep straetur® smbdlirldti Into »ix h®xag©iial smblattic®s. 
Tip® of #rd®r T^ G* 
3ipn) 
Fj, 3Cpn)+K 
3(p-«l) 
»3e -3P/2 
States Pjjj, Fg* .and ar® th,® ®aa« ®tat»s described to®* 
f@r® and illmstrat®d in Fig, II, Stat® hewevtrf it a 
n«w »tat® ©f iom® int®r®®t, which is ©btain®d bj iMbstitutlng 
X*-d into Eqs. ik*^ ) solving for th® components of th® 
Butolattic® vector® S|_, Th® arrang®m«nt of vectors for this 
cast can b® fomnd as follows, Iqnations (li.,2) can b® written 
"^ Hx* ®2x* ®3x' ®6x' • ° ' 
with similar ©qtiations for th®  ^coi^ onents. Sine® in general 
3a 
0), w® 8®® that 
hj * ° ' 
^Zj^ ^ 3t^ * ^5y'*' * 0 • (i|.,12) 
For Stat© tli® z ©0iip©n®nt@ ©f tfe® angular momenta ar® 
all «ro, fh® veetort all hav® th® saa® aagnitud® given 
bj Bq, (l4-,3), fh.#r®fore it is elear timt Ifs, <i|.»12) ar® 
imtisfiei if w® plae® th®' ve©t©r®. in mmh |001) plan® s® 
that they hav® dlreetion® 120® apart, fhi,® arrangement of 
angular momenta ia shown in Flg«' 3. h^e total angular 
momentum ©f eaeh (001) plane 1® zero# s© that there is no 
interaetion between adjacent (001) places and therefore no 
necessary eorrelation of the angular MoaentuM arrangeaent 
between planes. Sine® for state the third ne^ arest neigh­
bor interactions eaneel out, is a possible arrangement 
even in ttie presenee of strong third nearest neighbor inter­
actions# although it probably would not be the arrangeaent 
of lowest free energy. 
We hav® ©xamined above the possible ordered states 
for the hep strueture, when it is subdivided into six and 
into eight hexagonal stiblattiees. These subdivisions ar® 
appropriate when interactions between atoms more distant 
than third nearest neighbors can be neglected. If longer-
ranged interactions have to be considered# the structure 
wist be subdivided still further. It does not seea worth­
while to examine more co^ lex structures,: unless neutron 
3, Angular mommtim arrangement for state 
in a (001) plan# ®f the hep struefeur©, 
wh@ia it ii ®mb<ilTld#d iat0 six hexagonal 
gtiblattle#®. 
\ / \ 
/ \ / 
\ / \ 
/ \ / 
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aiffraetion data show th®y ai»® ii«#d®d, 
W® now iiiT®stlgat« tb# relatlir® stabllitlds of th.® 
a«gn®tie atat®® listed la fabl®s I and II. For 1*0, and 
all X«g equal, th® fr®® energy ®f Iq, C3.21) can b® written 
in the f©ra 
F « • aicf In. 2|^ (pXS/kT) , {i|..13) 
where a is th© amaber of ®tiblattte®s aad is th® function 
%(y|) defined by Iq* •Obserre that F deerea»®s 
aonotonieally as X inerea®#®, s@ that th® state with the 
largest X is stable at teiperatmre Furthermore# if the 
X*s ar® independent of t®Mperature^  th® state with th® 
largest X# and ©©nsefuently the largest eritleal tefflperafur®, 
remain® itabl<e„,for all temperatures below its erltical 
tei^ eratur®, 'Therefore, we eonelude that a transition from 
one ordered state to another listed in fables I and II can 
only ©eeur, for the hep structure in this approximation, 
when the X*s r&vj with teajperatur®, This conclusion had 
b®®n reached earlier by Smart {31) for cubic lattices with 
fh® solutions above ha-r® been obtained tinder th® as-
sui?>ti©n that all the X| of Iqs. and (if.,2) are equal 
when I»«0. fhe problem of whether there ar® other consistent 
solutions for, H«0 when this assui^ tion is abandoned is 
exa»in®d In Appendix B, It is shown ther® that if states 
A and P have positive critical temperatures, while th® 
3^  
erltleal fop states B and C asp# ii»gativ®, both 
states A and P ar® »©:r® stabl© at all teapsratiires than any 
©ther solutions of th® ©faatlona, fh®»for®. In this speelal 
Gas® at l®a©t» a f®i»roiaagn«tie-antif®r3?o®agn®tle transition 
©an only o-eemr iirh®n th® aolaemlar' field ©©©ffioient# ©hang® 
with t«i^ «ratmr®. 
Without nemtron diffraetion data or data from aagnetic 
measurements on single ©rystals, it is Tlrttiallj ia^ ossibl® 
to d®eld® whieh ©rd«r®d stat© of fabl#® I and II r©pr®s@nts 
b®st th® stable eonfiguration for dysprosiwa in «®ro external• 
fl«ld, fh® only relevant data are thos® of Banister, L®gvold, 
and Spedding •C5)t whieh giv® th® lattic® parameters a and c 
as fimotion® of t©s^ @ratur®, fh® parameter a d©er®as®s 
Monotonieally as th® t@Kp«ratur® decreases thro\igh th® rang® 
in which dysprosium is antif©woaagneti©, whil® th© para-
ffl®t®r © undergoes an anomalous expansion, 0r©enwald and 
Smart (32) hav® argued that it is reasonable to expect an 
anomalous ©j^ ansion or eoatraetion to oeeur in a direction 
itoieh changes th®'distance between a ©©rtain set of parallel 
planes which have th® property that all th© angular momontua 
fsctors on a gi^ en plan® are aligned parallel to each other, 
whil® th© angular momenta ©a adjacent planes are aligned 
antiparallel to each other. If w© accept their arguments, 
w® would predict that th© antiferronagaeti© structure of 
dysprosiiM is either or A^ , 
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SOIPTIOIS II tis PRlSliei OF AH KTIRSAL lAGlETIC FULD 
A, Pmniaffl«jntii.l Igmatlsn# tor Two Smblattie®® 
W© •dls@mss®(i la 0feiipt®p I? tb® solutions of th.« moloe-
ular fi«14 ©fnatioM {l4.#2) ana Cl|.,3) i'os* the ©as® of zero 
external fi®ld, Qm solution was forroaagnatlo, with, th® 
angular momenta of all th« iublattie®® parallel and of equal 
aagnltmd®, ®hk# other solutions w@r® ant 1 ferromagnetic. If 
we restrlet ourselves to the ease of eight sublattloes, we 
find that for each of th© antlferromagnetlc solutions there 
are only tw© Inequi^ alent angular momenta, these angular 
moMenta can be placed^  then, on tw© sublattlces, Instead of 
th® original eight. We assume that In the presenee of a 
magnetic field there ttill will be only two inequivalent 
angular momenta, and write Iqs, in the form 
- a) - K , 
-#¥3^  + CXg • a) - K Sgjg "z «¥ , (5.1) 
where a and p are linear ©oabinatlons of the coefficients 
p, q, and r,. fhe atomi on the same sublattlee now interact 
with a Weiss molecular field coefficient m, even though the 
original sublattices were chosen so that there was no telf-
Interactlon, fhi# comes about because of the way we have 
eoiiblned several of th® original sublattices to form the 
new sublattices. 
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Poi* di«finit®mss w® tak# K>0, so that th# stat«s stabl® 
in g;®i»o field haf« their angiilar moaenta aligned aloog th© 
z axla. Piirthermor©» if stat®.® P- and A„ &r© asstaiaed to b® 
» SJ 
th@ eoaptting states In th® f©rromagii®tle-antlf@rromagn®tie 
transition, th® field eo®fflel«nts a and p are givsn by th® 
relations 
a « - 2e'I)/2C3» • 3P/0''» 
P - Cfpjg - fA»5/2C» « {3q^ i*)/G* , (5*2) 
wher© and fj^ jg are th© eritieal t®n^ ®ratur©s glir®n in 
fabl© I in terms of th® field eoefficlsnt® p, q, and r, fh® 
eoeffielent a is a ferrosagnetie ©oupllng, and the stabl® 
state with H«0 is P^  or aeeordlng as p>0 or 0<O» 
For eonv9ni@nce, take th© field 1 always in th© x-z 
plan©, and with Its x and z eo^ on@nts greater than or equal 
to zero. Equations C5.1)» written out in ©oaponent form, are 
{Xi - a) • P » C5.3a) 
-p 4- (Xg - m) Sg^  « » C5.3b) 
- a) • p Sg^  « 0 $ {5.3©) 
-P ®ly * '^ 2^ " ®2y * ® » (543d) 
(Xi - a - K) - P » (5*3®) 
.p Sij + (Xg - a - K) Sgj » 9 (5.3f) 
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wh«r®, th# »agaltud®s S|_ are glif@n by 
^ . iS.k) 
W® first @f all g®©k eonslsteut solutions of Eqs. (5.3) 
iS,k)$ ®Jad lavtstigat® later tfe® im®»ti©n of th« relative 
stability of th® various solutioos for given values of H 
and f. 
©bserve that Eqs. (5.3) and (5*4) eoi^ ria® a set of 
siiiultaii®oust traiise®M@atal ©quatloss. Instead of solving 
diroetly for and Sg as funotions of H and Tf tb.® following 
teehniqu® is effeetiv®, Assum® values for and Xg, and 
th®n determine and so that the aoleeular fi«ld eqmtions 
are satisfied. To proceed in this aanner, we solve Iqs. 
(5.3a) and (5.3b> for and Eqs, (5.3«) aM (5.3f) for 
obtaining 
®l3t • r®x'^ 2 * " . (5.5) 
®1« " C®!;'*-? - " + p - K0/A, . (5.6) 
wher® 
« (Xj^  " a)(Xg - a) - $ {5.7) 
- (Xi - a - - a « K) * . (5.8) 
W® see from ®qs, (5.3©) (5.3^ ) that unless vanishes* 
th® eoi^ onents sujd Sgy ar® zero, fh® speeial ease when 
« 0 will be eonsidered later. As long as 
ho 
vanish, ant w&»% satisfy the equation 
®lx® * » <S'9) 
or 
+ ]lx2-a+p-K)/Aj] %j,2 . Sj^ 2 _ (5.10) 
W® derlT© In similar fashion rtlations involving S^ t which 
ar© 
S&t " C®*'*-! " " P'3 Ax • <S.ll) 
" [h»'H - a + P - K)^ ] Aj; . (5.12) 
[('•r«*P)/^ '] 
•<• jjXi-o+P-K)/A71 » SjS . (5,13) 
Equations {5*3.0) (5*13) af® ©lllpies in th« plan©. 
Thes® ©lllps®® ar© identical if and Xg are equal. Other­
wise they have ft coiBmon solution or intersect ion If the 
ellipi# with the larger axis has the smaller Eg axis. 
The condition for this is that 
(jXi-a+pjSj^ -jXg^ a+plSg) (5*1^ 4-) 
X (IXj^ -a+p-ElSj-IXg-a+p-llSg):^ © . 
Condition (S.li}-) determines a region In Xj^ -^ Xg space for which 
consistent solutions to Kqs, (5.3) and (5.4) exist. If we 
kx 
solir® Bq®, C5#10) mi. (5.13) and 1^ 2, w® obtain 
 ^ r'V°*P-'^ ) V - (Xa-a^ |3-K)Zs^ 23 , 
X 15 
3 [(XZ-a+pj^ SgS . (XI-O+P)2S3_^  , (?.l6) 
• E 
wla»r« 
D » 2K(Xx-Xg) [(Xx-a'«-p-l/2)(X2-a'if-K/2) 
- K^ /h\ . C5.17) 
Dividing Iq^  (5.15) bj If* (5.l6)# w« find that 
- (Xa-«^ g.K)as,Cl 
wh®i*® 0 is th® angl® hetw®@ii H and th® z axis. The ratio 
of S^ x obtained from Iqs, (5.5) aad (5.6) as 
Six. ^,(Xg-<X4.^ ) t«l jif _ 
®1E 
Slmllarl^ i from Ifs. (5.11) and (5.12) w® find that 
iiS « tan 0  ^
igjj •^ x^ x*'a+p-K) 
W® now hav® th® n@®@ssary fomnilas for studying th® 
natur® of th® solutions of th® «ol«eular flald equations 
(5.3) and ($,k) all direction® and magnltudas ©f th® 
external fl®ld 1 and for all rang®® of t®iE|3®ratur® froai 
0®![ to t«^ ©3pat-ur®s greater than the highest - critical t®ffli)®ra^  
t«r@» 
B, Disewtslon @f th® Existence ©f Solutions 
1, gogpatlbillty eonditiona 
Consistent solutions of th® Molecular field equations 
eacist for falues of and Xg which satisfy condition {5#lil-). 
For examination of condition (5#li|.)* it is useful to consider 
the curves In the XjL-Xg plane determined by the equations 
IXjL-tt'^ -plSi « IXg-a-fpjSg , {5.21) 
Xj^^tt+P^Kj « j Xg'»a4'^«»K| Sg • {5«22) 
For the general ease, the region In which th® allowed values 
of Xj_ and Xg lie Is bounded by curves (5.21) and {5.22)^  
'The nature of theae curves changes with tei^ erature and 
therefor® the properties of the solutions of the molecular 
field equations are different in the different temperature 
range®, 
Let us consider a# a function of Xj_ the expression 
% « (Xj^ p^ , (5,23) 
where Is given as a function of te^ erature by Iq. (5.i|-) 
and Xj^  and S|^  are both greater than or equal to zero. If 
th® teaperature f is such that 
T ^ e«p , (5.2i|.) 
k3 
then Is a monotonie funetlon of Xj# ©f the fom shown 
in eurv® A of Fig. I4, fh# equatloii 
has therefor® ©oly ou® solution, whloh Is However, 
If 
we observe that 1® now a non-aoootonlc fuiactlon of X| 
whleh has the fftlu® zero for th® two roots 
fh® behavior of for this ea®® Is shown by curve B of 
Fig, ii, Iquatlon (5.^ 5) oo* hm. In addition to th® usual 
solution Xj^  « Xg, another solution for whloh X;;^   ^^2* fhese 
values of Xj_ and Xg lie on a eloged curve In the Xj^ -Xg 
plane, an exai^ le of *toleh 1« shown In Pig. 5. 
We now proceed t© dlseusa the behavior of the solutloai 
of the Moleeular field equations for th® various significant 
teiEperature ranges, 
2. Solutions, for f>e* Ca-g^ K) 
For tei^ eratures aueh that f>0» (a*p-HC3, observe that 
Efs. C5.21) and C5»22) have tout one solution, X2*X2» because 
the functloni CX|-a+p)Sj^  and (Xi^ a+p-ljs^  are both monotonl© 
functions of X|_. For this range of tei^ erature, the solution 
—7 7 
of iQs. (5»3) th© jproperty that « Sg. 
i$a$) 
f < 0»p , (5.26) 
Xi«f/C'|() . (5.27) 
I|., behavior for diff«r©iit t®^ ©rii-
fenres ©f §£ as a fmnetio^  of X^ , wfeer® th« 
funetlon % is' defined In Iq. (5^ 23). fhe 
dasb.®d straight lin© Is th® asyaptot© approached 
by F|^  for larg® 
CURVE A 
CURVE B 
Xf IN ARBITRARY UNITS 
5, X-dlagram for T<C'p , The closed 
curve is obtained from Eq. (5.25)* The 
region inside the closed curve contains 
X*s for which consistent solutions of the 
molecular field equations exist, when 
ss a - p 4- K and f>G» (a - p), 
XgIN RELATIVE UNITS 
0 1 
X 
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This solutl-on applies for th® rang® of fe®i^ ®r&tures 
in which the system is paraMagn®tie, that is, wh@xi f is 
gr®at«r than the highest erltieal t#]^ ®rattir®, fh© -ssero 
fl«ld 8iase®ptibility for this ea«® eaia b© derived most 
easily from ©onsideratlon of Ifs, (3.2Q) and (5.5). For 
s\iffi©i®ntly high t®i^ ®ratmres, If. (3.20) can b© written 
in tti® approxiaat® form 
Si « C» %/f , (5.28) 
so that from Iq. ik*l) 
« f/C . (5.29) 
ProaEqs. (5.3a)» C5.3b), {5.3a)» and (5.3f) w® obtain 
Hx • 
wh®r® 
%jg « 0'(a-fP'»-K) , (5.32) 
%x • 0»(a+p} , (5.33) 
and a and p are given in 1«3. (5.2). If for piirposes of 
ooaparison with @3cp®rim@nt w® tak® th® eoi^ onent of th® 
magnetigation in th® dirsetion of th® field, we find 
M « G [(8iii%)/(T-Tp3j) + (oos^ )^/(T-%g"^ H * (5.34) 
h9 
wh©?# 0 the aagl® b®tw®«i3 H and th® z axle, and C Is th# 
Otari® constant gi¥®n hj C « 2nS(g^ g]l^ jr(|'4'l)/3te, for a 
polyerjatallin® saipl® in which all the crystallites are 
randomly oriented, the smtceptiMllty )(^ is given by 
V. ^<3^  - . ,5.35) 
 ^3(1 - Tp^ )(T - Spj) 
'rthieh is obtained by averaging M in Iq, (5.3^ 4-) over all 
values of 0 and dividing by 1, 
3. Solutions for C» (a*fi)<T<^ C« (a>04>Kl 
fh® situation for this tea^ eratur® range is as follows. 
Equation (5*21) still has only on© solution, 
the function jXi-€+pjsj^  Is still aonotonie. However, since 
|x£-a+p»KjS|^  is now non-monotonic, Iq, (5.22) has two kind# 
of solutions, W® find as usual that X^ w^Xg Is a iolution, 
but now a second solution is possible for which Xj^ i^ Xg, The 
curve defined by Iq, {5.22) 1# shown - for a typical case 
for this teB^ eratur® rang® - in Pig, 5. Examination of 
Sqs. (5.10) and (5.13) i*«v®.als that the allowed region in 
X-space Is the region insid® the closed curve defined by 
l<i, (5.^ 22), The line (Xj^ X^g) »lso contains X*s for which 
th® equations are consistent. It follows from Iq. (5.18) 
that 1?is directed along the « axis i0^ Q} for X»s on the 
boundary line of the allowed region. 
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i|.. Bolutlom for T<cna«B) 
In this final te^ ijeratiar® rang® to b® considered, tiie 
functions jx^ -a+pjs^  and jx^ -a+p-lj are both non-monotonic 
functions of so that in addition to the usual solution 
(Xj^ atXg)# both Iqs, {5.21) and (5.22) have solutions for which 
1^^ 2- Inspeetion of Iqs, (5.10) and (5.13) reveals that for 
this case the allowed region is bounded by the curves (5.21) 
and (5.22), and again values of the X*® on the line (X]^ a«X2) 
are allowed. The "X-diagraa" for this ease will be discussed 
in detail later in this chapter, since this case is of con­
siderable physical interest. 
C. fhe State P 
For the case Xj^ asXgj EQs, (5.3) aad i$,k) show that 
1^®^ 2' ellipses, Iqs. (5.10) and (5.13)» both reduce 
to the single relation 
(X •a.p)-%3g^  + (X -a-p*K)'%g2 » . (5.36) 
Equations and (5.3^ ) express X as a transcendental 
function of Ij,# Hg, and f. Since we have fro» Iqs, (5.5)» 
(5.6), {5.n)» and (5.12) that 
Six . Sz, . A,(X-atp) tan fl ^ 
®1B ®22 ^^ (X^ ct+p^ K) 
Eqs. (5.i!-)» (5.36) and (5.37) determine coi^ letely this 
state, 
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tla® sublattie® aagnetlzations ar® ©qwal and parall®! 
for thlg ordered armogement# w@ refer to it as ferromagnetle 
state F, even thougb. it Ma^ - be tla® stable state only in the 
presenee of large applied magnetic fields for tefflperatiares 
above the transition, Sorter aod Haantjes (27) use the 
term paramagnetic saturation to refer t© the state whleh we 
©all F, when for large fields it Is stable relative to the 
antlferroaagneti© state, 
B, fhe State • 
There exist® a type of solution of the Moleeular field 
e«|uatloiis for whleh Sj^  aad Sg 11® outside the 'X-a plane. 
For this solution to exist# the determiaaiit roist vanish, 
so that 
;« 0 ,• (5.3^ ) 
When It follows from Igs, (5*3®) and (5#3h) the x 
eoapoisents that 
« Xg « a - p , (5.39) 
For this value of Xj_ and Xgt the solution of Ifs, (5.3) is 
I^x * * 
8xj « * , 
hs " " Hj,/(.2p-K), ($.kO} 
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mid Sj and Sg ar® kiaown as funetions of f from Eg, (5*^ 1-)# 
If w® s®t S|_'a*3g»B, %hm j e©apoi3i#Bts of aod giTea 
bj th« r«lttti©ai 
®ly ' - ®2y " • (S-ltl-' 
It Is apparent. f 1*0® Iq, that If th© aagnetle field 
©xeeedg a eertain erltleal ¥alm# which dtpeiads tipon the 
angle 0, this antlferroisagneti© state eaiamot exist, The 
eritleal field ©wv®, obtaiaed froa Iq, {5.4l) by setting 
l^y * ®ty • 
* Hejs^ /C2p+1)2 « §2 . (5.^ 2) 
This emrT® is aa ellipa# in the % - Hg plane, Poi» iralues 
of the aagaeti© field which lie on the ellipse, the anti-
ferromagnetic jitate described here and the state F discussed 
aboTe are identical. For 1«0# ttiis antlferromagnetic state 
is identieal with «tate described in Chapter I¥, There­
fore we also ietignate this state by the syabol A^  «teen a 
Magnetic field i® present* fhe arrangement of angular 
Momenta for state A^  it shown in Fig, 6# for a case where H 
is lea# than the critical field and KX3. 
As E increases# and Sg become aore nearly parallel 
to each other, until they becoae parallel at the critical 
field giiren in Ig* the total magnetization «AX 
of a single crystal in state A^  is 
6, Seb«matl© repvmmt&tiQn ©f th® angular 
for state when I>0 and th® 
aagn®tie field H is l®s® than th®•oritleal 
valtit given by (5.1^ ), 
z 
ss 
- 2nIIgji»B[(I/2p)2 • H^ 2/{2P*K)5i . (S.lt3) 
B#e&«s« ©f th® anifotropy, %h« total. aagnetlEatlon ¥«©t©r 
la not <piit© parallol to tb@ applied f I0M 7. For a given 
dlrestlon of 1 however, Is a llijeai* fmnetlon of H and 
the suaoeptlMllty is eonstant, 
1. The State 4^  
fhere still reiMtias on® type of solution of the moleeulap 
field equations whieh as jet we have not dlseussed. This is 
the solution liiioht la the Halt as H approaches lero, be-
eoaes Identloal with the state deserlbed in Chapter If. 
We oall this solution state A,^  for all Magnitudes and di­
re© tlons of the applied aagneti© field for whieh it esEists, 
In order to investigate the properties of state Ag and at 
the saae time anticipate some of the results needed later for 
the diseussion of the properties of dysprosium, we consider 
the following ease. We assume that lOO and that p<0, so that 
state Ag is the stable state for 1*N5 and the preferred axis 
is the z axis. We take f<e»Ca+p+i), §© that state A^  and Fg 
are both stable relative to the disordered state, and for 
this te^ erstur® range ej^ lore in detail the signlfleance of 
the various possible Ceoap^ tible) values of Xi and And 
the ©orresponding sublattlee angular a«©nta. 
Figure 7 shows a tfpieal *X-diagra»* or plot of the 
T, fyplcftl X-dlagram ffeowlng values of 
Xj_ ani Xg fQT wMefe eon#! stent solutions 
of th® aelte-ular fl«ld ©gmtlons exist 
whm f<6*(a+P+K), so that states A and F 
Avm both atabl® relatlw t© th© disoMered 
Stat®, fh« reglen of allowed X*s it 
bemndtd hj th@ two elosed ou2»v®s. fh® 
lin© also ©ontains allowed values 
of th® X»s, fhl® diagpaai and Figs, 8 
through 11 w@p« e&leulatad fop and 
for a t®iiJ«rfttui*® of li|.J,6%, using th® 
Talw«s. of th® paj?fiffl@t©'i»s givtn in Table l¥,. 
s? 
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l^ oftaut regions in the ®pae« ©f asd Xg for this ten^ tra* 
tTir® rang©* fh® region of all@w#i X»8 lies b®tw@©ii th® two 
V 
cl,0®©4 0tsrT«s or along tli® lia® (Xj^ X^g). p©int A repr©-
@©nts Stat® Ag, poiist F r®pr©.s®ata stat© F, and point C 
represents »tat® for tt * 0.. Th® outt® ©onaeeting points 
A, B, and # is obtained froa If. {5.22) and eontain X»s for 
wMeh ^ «0. fh# eurt*© eonnetting points B an^  0 is tb© eur^ ® 
wMeh from Iq. C5.1S) al«© eontaina state# for wliieh. 
0»O.^  fh© mrm ®©an©eting points e and h eomea froa Eq. (5.21) 
and eontaing X*s for wlileli 
An exploration of the X^ 'diagram for partlemlar eases has 
roToaled.that for a given I and f there ©an b® more than on© 
state for whieh moleeialar field ©qmation# C5.3) ••ad 
are satisfied, loweveri in all eas®®t the state having the 
lowest free energy lies in the area bomnded by aurves 
eonneeting the points A* B# and 6* fhi® area is th® area 
of physieAl interest, and we will ooneentrat® omr attention 
on it, fhe area ABG' is shown in more detail in Fig* 8* 
For 1*0, state Ajj is the stable ©tat® and it i® located 
at point A (where la Fig. 8, fhe behavior of 
Stat® Ag as the aagneti® field inereaae® in mgnitrnde depends 
upon the direetion of the field relative to the preferred 
ajEi#i A diseussioa of th® behavior ©f atat® Ag for saall 
magnetie fields * for X*s in the Immediate neighborhood of 
point A» whieh is a rather singular point * i# given in 
Appendix i. The behavior for large aagnetie fields i® 
Pig, 8, ffct® stable region of tfe© X-dlagra® of Pig, 7, 
Xo IN RELATIVE UNITS 
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tlsemsssd b®l©w for th# two spoolal easos of 0»O and ^ *90® 
bofor® tavoatlg&tiag th® general easo. 
F, SjEtornal lagii#tlo Flold parallel to th® 2 Axis 
W® now diiottss th® iiit@r®stlng eas® of 1 directed along 
th® .s axis* so that W® will ®how that a» th® magnltud® 
of th® field Inereas®® for th® rang® of t®j^ @rattir® In whleh 
Stat® Ag, la stabl® for ®®r© fleldji th® systea r®aaln.s In 
Stat® Ag until th® threshold field for "spin flop** Is r®aoh®d. 
At this ^ alue of the field, the system ehaiag@i dlscontlnmoiie-' 
ly from state A^  to A^ * As tibte field Inereases still farther, 
state Ax i» defO'rmed eoaatimomsly into state F. 
In Fig,. 8, th® ©larir®® AlB and 16 ©ontaln all points for 
whleh As state Ag ao^ es down the ourfe AlB toward point 
B, the magnitude of 1, glTen bj Iq. Inereases, As 
state Ajg move® along the mrre W from B to 6, H deereases. 
For a eertaln range of valmea of H then, there are two dlf- ' 
ferent aolmtlons of the equations. We ha^ e to appeal to 
free energy (3#'215 to deeide whleh is stable. For the present 
ease where the strueture Is smbdlvlded Into two sublattiees, 
the free energy (3.21) ©an be written 
F « (n/I) jlF3_ 4. Fg) - , (SM) 
with 
Pi • %##1®1^  - » C|4XiSx/W) , (SM) 
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Fg « - kT InZ (ii.XgS^ kT) . {5.¥») 
Her® th« amgiiitu«i®s and Sg ar® obtained froa Iq. (5.^ ) 
with Xi ©ftial to and Xg, r®sp©©tlv®ly, Th© fanetloo 
2(|AX|S£/kf) 1# giir®B by 1^ . O.l^ ) with yi^ pX^ S^ A^^ • 
In Pig, 9 sfeown free «a®rgi«# ©aie*ilat®i froa If. 
for maguttle fields gimn by points on tfe.® lln«» ABB 
and KJ» r@sp®©tiv®ly« fh» points A, B# C» and 1 eorraspood 
to th® »a«® gtat«s as la Fig. 8, W® s@® la fig, 9 that states 
on th® eurv® BS ar® unstabl® r®latlT@ to thoa® on AlB for the 
sam® values of H« 
W® hair® already shown that for aagnltud®s of 1 less than 
a erltloal valm® obtained from Iq, for stat® A^  
(eorrespondlng to point S of Fig, 8) is also a solution of 
th® aoleemlar fl®ld ©quatlons. For stat® A^ , w® haw 
Xj_«Xg*a«p, so that th® fr@® en®rgy "ax for H^ »0 Is 
»Ax - 'A,* - ' '5,1^ 7) 
where Is th® fmaotlon of 1^ , i5»k^ ) with X^ -^a-p, 
®Ax solution of It* iB»k) with Xj_«««-p, and 
XljE • - 2nl»gjjtB/(2p+K) . (SM) 
The ausceptlblllty^^ Is obtained from Eq. (5.1|3) with 
IjiSsQ froffl th® definition 
Xax « * * 2aMg^ g/(B§+K), {SM 
Sine® FjIx® i® independent of 1, free energy Is a 
9, Th® trm® of states aad as fwaettoBs of 1, 
aagnitud® of tM© applied aagmtie field,^  for 1 dir©et®d aloag 
%h& z axis. 
5000 10000 15000 
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quMrntie fmsaetiou of for 0*0, fli# fr®« ©nergy Is 
gliroD *s a fmnetlon of 1 bj etirv® CI In Fig, 9. 
Pof'H«0,, st&t® Ag is st-abl® and located at point A la 
Fig, 9» A®' ^ 3^1® appliod field liier«as®s, th® froo «n@rgy of 
Stat® Ag drops slowly btoaus® tb® s\ise®ptlbility of state 
A.g for 0^ Q i« rolatlToly low, Stat® A^  has a moh higher 
'free energy at low fields# which drops r&rj rapidly as th© 
external field inereaaes beoaus© state A^  has a relatively 
large lusoeptlbility. As thowii is Fig, 9, the free energlei 
for states and A^  or©#© when the magnetl© field reaches 
th© valme at point 1 and th® pheaomeuou of "spin'flop® 
ooew®. In "spin flop", th© stable state ehanges froa 
state Ajj to A^  and th© direetiou of alignaeat of th© ^  
switehes smddealy from parallel to th® % axis into a direction 
with a ©oapoaeiit perpendlcialar to th© z axis, Th© phonoae-
non of "spin, flop" has b®en observed ©xperiaentally In 
CmC'lg.fflgO by means of proton resonance. An extensive re­
view of th© smbjeet is given toy lagaaiya, Ifosida, and Kmbo 
{15). 
In order to eontin^ e the dlsoussloa of the behavior of 
our model, and In particular, to develop an approximate 
forwala for the temperature variation of th© threshold field 
for spin flop, wo need to have an expression for ^11* the 
suseeptlbillty in the liiait of saall fields directed along 
th© preferred i axis of th© system. For H directed along 
th© z axis with a Kagnitud© small enough so that the system 
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r®®alng in stat® tk® suseeptiblllty ean b© ealculatsd 
by ft method similar to that by ?an ?l®ek (175 ®any 
othors, ?#et©3?» Sg, and H only z eoi^ onents, and 
th® noleotilar field ©quatioias ©an b® written 
Hz " ^ B^ (iiSiAf) # (5.50) 
®2« " ^ , (S.Sl) 
with the .ff.ctlve Hi «id glv«n by 
+ a + p Sg^ , (S.Sa) 
Ij « + p + a . (S.S3) 
Sim® th® sy8t©» is in stat® Ag for applied fields saall 
©o^ ar®d to th® ©xehaag® iiiteraetlons* T«©tors and Sg 
ar® antiparallel to ®a®h other. fh®r@for®, w® hav® 
% « Hg + als^ gl - p\u^ J , (5.Sif) 
ig « Hjg + p\Hm\  * ^ \hz\ • 
fo eoapmt® Xu» smscsptibility parall®! to th® 
z axis, whioh is defiB®d by th® egmation 
X|i « li^ ig^ g (dSj^ /dH • m^ m) , (5.5fe) 
tate® th® deri^ atiT®® of Ifs. (5.50) and (5.51) with r®sp®ct 
to 1 and us® Iq®, (5.A) (5.55) foi* th® @ff®etii?® fields, 
Aft®r folding th® r®sulting two simultaneous ®fuations for 
6? 
and dS2/dI,» taking their staa, and ^ getting H«0, w@ 
obtain 
11 
with ^  « glAgJ"! B|.» slgnifl©» th® derlvativ® of with respect 
to Its argttiaent. fh@ t©iap®ratur© Tp^  is th® erltieal tempera­
ture for Stat© Fjj, defined by 
(a+P+K) # (5.^ ) 
and Hq Is th® Talme ©f OJ? Ig when th© applied field H is 
zero. This is th® familiar formula for^ n given by Van 
¥le©k (17), Anderson (18)* aad many others. 
For th® free energy of state a good approximation 
ean be obtained as follows. From statistieal laeehanicsf we 
have that 
1 « - {c)P/jH)^  , (5.59) 
where F is the free energy and M is the magnetization. We 
also have 
y., « - llffl . (5.6o) 
" H->0 
?h® expansion of th® free energy for state in the presence 
of a field is therefore, to order 
A^js- ^ 2® - lX„K^  » (5.61) 
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®n®3P8y fo®* state A^  in s5®ro field, 
fhe linear term in tb.® ©xpansion is ulsaing beeaus® th© 
magnetlisatioij is z«P0 for antiferroaiagfietle state Ag wh«n 
Hs«0, Approximatl©© {5.-61) is quit# good wh#n H is small 
©o»par®4 to th® moleeular fields arising from th® ©xchang® 
interactions, 
A uaeful approximation for th® tti^ aratur® variation 
of tb© tiiresbold field for spin flop can he obtained in a 
similar way, TMs approximation it valid when th.® anlsotropy 
©nergy is g»all ©somgb so that spin flop occurs at a field 
whicli la small eo^ ared to tli© ©xchang® Interactions, fh® 
spin flop occurs at th® magnetic field strength % for which 
the fre® ®n®rgl«s and becoa® equal, ITslng Sqs, {5»6l) 
and th® two fre® energies» w® determine H|. from 
the ®<patlon 
- (i)XiP/ " ^Ajt° " ' <5.62) 
where X Aj; given by Eq. (5.45). It followe from Eq. (5.62) 
that 
"f • [2(^ax* - - x„[!* • 
When th® anlsotropy coefficient K Is small^  th® difference 
fJ'Ax* - ^ A«*> 1° « PO«' 1° K 1° the 
following manner, fhe fr®® energy F for H*0 can be written 
as a function of X in th® form 
P(X) • nIg||iBxs2 - nkf im |g^ gXS/tef] , iSA) 
whleh Is ofetalned bj setting H*0 and In lq» 
2 Is glv®n hf If, C3.316I» S is obtained fi*©« Iq. (S.lf) 
wliaa Xjt Is taktia aqwal t® X. 
FI»OM Eq,. C 5.64^ 1» -w® 
a F(X)/dX - - o»gj|i^ 2 . (S.6S) 
Th® «3cpansl0n of F{X5 about the p@int X«Xj^ jj> to th® first 
ordar In Is 
F(X) - Paj" - nSgjllB<X - V4j)[s(Xj^^j]2 , (5.66) 
wher. F(Xa,).#a °^. Sine® w# have 
and 
A^je® - - nlg^ gKi^  . (5.68) 
Iqmatlon (5.63) th«rafore ©an b® furthar approximated by 
Hf = [anHgjtigKsVCXju -Xll 0^  • (5-^ 9' 
Approximation (5.69) th© threshold field 1|. Is Identical 
with th® axpraislon ©btalnad aarllar by foulls and lard«i»nn 
(30)» who asstott®, to first approximation, that th® ©ffeet of 
th© anisotropy on th# ©xehang® energy ©an be neglected. 
For applied fields greater than 1^ , th® threshold field 
for spin flop, the system is In state Ay^  and exhibits the 
rather large ©onstant amseeptiblllty of Sq, (5»i^ 8), As the 
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fl«ld H liioi»©as®», angiiiar monenta and S^ . b@eo»» aior® 
and more nearly papall«lj and finally at th® critical 
field given by setting in Ef, C5*i|-2)» state be-
eoa©» identieal with'state F, leneeforward, we shall use 
the symb®i t© refer t@ that ^ alme ©f the field strength 
for whieh an antiferip©aagn#tl6 ^ arrangeiaent and state F have 
the saae free energies, For field strengths higher than 
the value the system remains in state F. fhe typieal 
behairior of the aagnetiiatlen of the system for 0^ Q is 
given by th® dashed emrve in Fig, 1©. There are three dif­
ferent suseeptibilities f©r the system, when it is succes­
sively in states and F, fhe measurement ©f the 
suseeptibllity ©f a single ©rystal, therefore, should yield 
interesting Information ©oneerning the anis©tropy energy of 
tha erystal, as well as determining ©©neluslvely the axis 
•0f allgnaient of the angular aoaenta in sero field, 
0. Internal lagaetl© Field ferpendieular to the Z Axis 
fhe behavior of our model for 1 directed perpendleular 
.t© the « axis., i» **ather unspeetabular. The system 
stays In state up to the erltleal field where it be­
comes Identical with state F, The representative point In 
the X-diagram of Fig. 8 remains at point A for fields less 
than Hg. fhe momenta and 3^  reaain constant In magnitude, 
but continuously change directions from their original 
orientation in which they were antiparallel to each other 
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mm& aligned al©ng th® z axis to tbaii* naw ai?raiig©«®nt in 
which th®y are parallel to emh othaa? aM pointing aloag 
th® X axla, p'Srallel.t© th# applied field, fli® represent-
atlT® poliJt for Stat® F moves up the line (Xj^ Xg), as the 
external field laereaaes, reaohlng point A when the field 
bee©a®a equal to th® valme 1^ , 
To defflonstrate these properties* we return to Iqa. (5.3) 
and {5.i»-). P^'or Eis« (5.3®) (5.3f) fo^  the % eoa* 
ponenti are hOTOgeneou® ted have a non-trivial iolutlon only 
if 4j5«0., where 4^  is defined in Ig, (5.8).- Bit the only 
point on the eurve (4g«0) which lies in th® allowed region 
of the X-t-diagraa ©f Fig» 8 it the point A, for whieh 
Xi»Xg»s^ p+l« fherefore, the X»s have the fixed value (d-pti:) 
and fro» the e equations (5.3®) (5.3f) we have 
Solving the x efuations (5.3®) ®nd (5.3^ )» obtain 
" ^2x * . (5.71) 
Sinee the aagnitudea Sj_ and are given by Eq. (5.4) t w® 
have 
H% " - Hz " [fl^  * . (5.72) 
Fr®» Iq. (5.72)# we see that the eritleal field for this 
Stat® is given by 
• (-2P4.K) , (5.73) 
7k 
which Is obtala@i by setting (5»?25. Fa^ om 
E<3. th® su.0©«ptlbllity^ ,^ d@f£n«d a® th® suseep* 
tiblllty fQf th« mags#tie field orlentti pei^ eaaietilar to 
th® preferred t axis# is gtrm hj 
giiig^ c^-2p+K) , (5.711.5 
tJsing th® definition® ©f erltieal t#i^ ®ratur®® and 
Tpjg giv®n by relations C5#2)» w« writ® Iq, (5»7^ ) in th® 
ms®ful form 
Xx' " ®P« * f^ ) , (5.75) 
wh®r® %» giwn by 
« C* K , (5.76) 
is th® anlsotropy eo«fflei©nt K expressed in units of the 
t«]B^ ®ratur®» Th® su®e®ptiblllty^ p^lays an i^ ortant rol® 
in the interpretation of the e3Q>«ri»®ntal data for dysprosium, 
as will be deserlbed later. 
fh® erltieal field 1^ , given by iq, (5.73)» i-® "feh® field 
at i#iieh states Ag and F beeome Identical, Above the 
system remains in state F, fh® magnetization for ^a«90® is 
giv®n by the dot-dash curve of Fig, 10, wher® below the 
crltlcl fl.la th. BU,o.ptlblllty i. oon.tont. It. valu. 
being given by Eq, (5.75)• 
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External Magnetie Field In a Seneral Direction 
Finally I: w@ d®®ei»ito® th® btliairior of o-ar model when 1 
is neitla®!* paralltl oor p#i^ @ndic«lar t© the z axis,' fh® 
mvf® ©oimeeting pointi A and U In Flg^  8, whil® draim foi* 
th® eaa« of 0»3Q'^ g is typical of th® OMrv®s foi? all ^ 's 
«xe«pt those mrj near lero-, Aa befor®,- th® stabl® stat® 
Ajg starts out fos» zero field at point A and as th® magnitude 
of th® applied field inereases the stat® pro®®@ds toward D 
along th© eurf® eonneeting points A and D,- fh® magnetic 
field continues to Inereas® all the way to point P. fh® 
magnitrades of sfflid ©hang®,' and their direetions gradually 
b®#o»® parallels fh® eritleal field is r®aeh®d when stat® 
Ajg reaehes point D# whloh lie® on th® lln® State 
F| in the aeanwhil®, has been mofing up the line as 
th® aa,gnitmd® of the field inereases and arrives at D when 
H « As before, the eritical field is the field for 
whioh aatiferromagneti© stat® Ag and stat® P b®®o«® identical. 
State Ag is deforaad oontinmomsly into state F as S increases. 
W® show in Fig, 11 a sohematie representation of th® behavior 
of th® S| a® H increases, h^a^ ior sindlar to that shown in 
Fig* 11 has been d®s.erlb@d by Sorter and Haantjes {27) for 
a systera at absolmt®". »®ro. In Fig, 10, the aaagnetiaation for 
1^ 30® is shora as a function of H by th® solid ©urve. 
Above only stat® F oan exist. An ©sqpression for 
th® ©ritieal field as a funetioa of 0 ©an b® derived by 
taking the limits of Its. C5.l5)i (5*16), and CS.lQ) as 
II, Seheaatl© rapreseutatieu of tli« behavloi? 
©f angular ao«®nta and Sg, as th® applied 
nmgneti© whleh, wakes aa angl® ©f 30® 
with th® s axis, iaereas#® froa i@i»o to v®py 
larg® lvalues. 
ff 
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aM Xg, initially imaqmal, both, appi^ oaeh X» 
i&*p) < X 1 ia^ p*K) . C5.77> 
fh© Halts are iiid«p«ad®.iit of th@ path of approach to th» 
point X^ aX^ X* fh® r®suiting «3Epr@s®lons ar© 
whBTe S 1® th@ function of X giv@n by Iq, and S* means 
tht d«rivatiir@ of S with ^ ©.speet to X*. Unforttanately, 
and tan 0 ar® ©xpressad at fwnetlons of th® paraaetar X» so 
that a littl# labor 1® r®qtilr«d to gat ae a function of 0, 
Gonsldaration of th« X-dlagr«a of Flg» 8,. and in par-
tleular th® fr®# «n«rgy 3. ®xt«rnal field eiarv®s of Pig, 9 
for 0»Q, «ak® It s®®a highly probabl® that a cunr® ©onnaeting 
points 1 and € saparates th« ragion AllGB into a stable 
raglon AlC© and aa iinstabl# raglon I®, fh© eontours of eon-
stant 0 for small snotigh th®n# womld eross into th® tin-
stabl® region and th® angular moa«nta would flop jm®t a# they 
do for 0»Q^  As 0 iner®ai!«s away from aerot th® loop BGl of 
Fig, 9 mast b®eo»« rounded and siaallort vanishing for soa® 
finlt® valm® of 0, ffh® oosB^ jutation involved in investigating 
CX-^ s+p)^ a-.p )2 [s+ (X-a-f*p-I|S * 
(a-p«»X) (X-a-K)2|s+|x*a-«f )S» t C5.78) 
and 
« (l/^ ) (CX^ a#p){X*a»p)^ [s^ 4-(X-cn-p-K)SS0 
# (a*p+i*X)CX*a-p-i:)^ [#+CX*a+p)SSl]} , (5»79) 
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til© solmtlon® ©f th# ©quatloas for s®aXl togle# is 
bfiaT7#. and w« Mt© not Hurled tte©mgh th@ analjsit 
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fl, FlRlOmSlEflC - AWIPlRROMdiEfIG THlISIflOIS 
W® ©xajBin# In tM® ehftptei* th® eoaditloas necessary In 
th© molecular .fl®14 approximation for magnetlo strueture 
transitions to ©ftew in th® hexagonal olote-paeked ®try.cttare. 
Let VLB first eonsider th® eondltiona ihleh d®t®rain© th® 
stable state at f»Qi when H«0-, From Iq, ik3)f ®3.3. the S|^  
hav® th® a.aae wagnitmd® 
» J , (6.1) 
The ©q-ttilibrim eonflgmration is that for which th® energy 
B is a minimaa, where 
B « - SBgjiiB Jl>3 . (3.8) 
When we ninlMiz® S subject to conditions (6.1), we find .that 
the stable arrangement is given by Bqs, {4.2) with H«0, fhe 
states listed in fables I isnd II are solutions of Iq®, (I4-.2), 
and fmrtheraore, satisfy eonditioas {6,1), Therefor®, one of 
these states is th® stable eonfigmration for f*0, Bj eoa-
bining Iqs, {3,8), (3,It), and (i4.«l)» we wit® energy 1 in 
the form 
E - - . (6.2) 
Sine® all the are equal and S|«J, it follows that 
B - - nNgj^ gA - - aSgjtiBAyo' , (6.3) 
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th® values ©f T^ /C for th® varioms states ar« giv®n 
la fables I and II. fh®r«fore th® stat® with highest 
©ritleal t®i^ ®ratar« is th® stat® stabl® at T»0, if the 
moleemlar field ©oeffielenta do not ehang® with tenqjerattar®. 
Purtheraore, it it ®a®j to show that this saa® stat® 
is stable at high t®ii^ oratiir®s, if again the moleeular field 
coeffielents ar® eonstant, fo se® this, w®.examine for high 
te]i|»eratur@s th® moleottlar field ©quations (3.20) aad (4.2} 
with laO, Th® wgaii®iit of Bj is smll for teaperatures near 
the eritleal teigjerature» so feat w® apprO'Ximate Iq.. (3.20) 
by 
S£ a €» Hi/f . (6.4) 
Goiqparing Eqs. (4.i) aiad (6,4)# w® »®@ that for high ten^ era-
txar®s 
MTjci , (6.5) 
and thus, all th® X»s are equal. Th® solutions of the 
moleotilar fl@M equations under th® as suction that all th® 
Xj_ are equal have alreadj been diseussed, and the eritioal 
te:a|^ @ratur®s for the various ordered states are listed in 
fables I iuad II. We s@@# therefore# that th® state associ­
ated with the largest X is the stabl® state for higher 
t@i5)®ratur®s than any other ordered arrangement. 
Since, for molecular field coefficients independent of 
teaperature^  the stat® Mth the highest critical te^ erature 
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is 'st&bl® b0th at th@ abselut®' f®i*© ©f t®ip@ratur© aad at 
Mgber- t«^ igratur»s than &m.j ©th»r ordertd state, it is 
rtason&bl® t© assam® that it i« gtabl© thromghmit th© entir® 
t®Bp«3?atwP« raagt, Th®i'sf®re, t© hmo aagneti® strmetur® 
tfansitioas ia th« h&p itimctw®, it appears that th® Waiss 
«ol®eulai» field ©©«fftei®ats mat ©hang# with tei^ eratura, 
This con®lu»ioa was raaahad earlier hj Saart {6) for th® 
eas® of ©mtoie strmetiir®s with fh® queattea ©f tran-
sitioas. b©tw««ii iiff®r«iit ©rd«r®d states is disewssed alao 
in Appendix B* 
fh® thermal ©xpaniion of th© strmetmr® pr©Tid®s a 
m®ehanisffi for th® t#iip®rattir@ Tariatioia of th® moleeular 
field e©®fft©i®ats, ^ i©h are as»ti»@d to depend strongly 
©n th® diatane® between interaeting at©m®.. Following S®art 
(6), we now assume that th© M©leeular field coeffioients 
ar® linear funetions ©f t®^ ®ratur®» s© that X*s for th® 
various ordered stat®@ ©an b® written 
# (6.6) 
wh®r® Xgj® and ar® different for eaeh ordered state, be­
cause ®a©h Xa i® a different linear ©oabination of th® field 
ooeffieients p.| g# and r and th® aniiotropy parameter I, 
Th® free energy ©f Iq, {3.18)n for the mth ordered stat® in 
zero fi®ld, takes th® form 
ln2(^ iX^ S^ kf) , (6.7) 
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wlier® 
Sa « ^  , {6.8) 
and Xg Is th® fmnetlon of f glv®n bj Iq, (6.6), W© dafin© 
a t®i^ ®ratmr© as th© t®^ '®ratiir« at lAlch th© transition 
froM on® ordertd »tat® to another oociir® in s®ro magnetic 
field, 
% ©xaaining lq» (6..?)# *• ean find th® conditions whieh 
allow a transition between th® mth and nth ordered «tat®s» 
If itat® m is stabl® above and state n stable belowj, then 
a^CT)>XnCf) for f>% » 
Xa(T)«X^ CT) for f«%, , 
XaCf)< XjjCf) for . (6.9) 
We are interested particularly in ejcautalning th® conditions 
tinder whieh a transition c.an oceiar between ferromagnetic' 
atate F and one of the antiferromagnetic states. The 
aniiotropj ©©efficient K aay also Tary with te^ eratitret but 
for lack of inforwition, we choose to neglect this variation, 
so that the coefficient K plays no role in the transition. 
We loolc for conditions on p» and r which allow transitions 
between P and one of th© antiferrooagnetic states to occur. 
The criteria for a transition b@tw«®n states F and is that 
they both be stable relative to the disordered state 
{X|,>0» that Xp and ^ Ai be greater than X*s for the 
Bk 
Qth®r ordered stat®®# and finally that X|i and X^ j, ar® nearly 
@«iual, Whm th®®« ©ritsria ar® appliad to th® stat@s in 
Table I, it is found that F-4j_ transitions eould oeciir under 
the eonditions girm im fable III. 
Table XII, Possible F-A^  traneitions in th® hep strueture, 
and the eondition,® under mioh they eould ooeur, (It is 
assu»ed that the anieotropy ooeffieient K does not change 
sign.) 
franeition Conditions for Oeeurrenoe 
P-A 
F-B 
f-C 
We now assume for definlteness that the ferromagnetle-
antlferroaagnetie transition oeeurs between states Pg and 
A|g, as discussed in Appendix B-» and that the strueture is 
subdivided into two sublattlees,. There are four eonstants 
A^g®» %*®»^ A2!» determine. If we assume that 
state Ag la stable • above the transition te^ erature then 
its critical tei^ erature is the Neel point which is observed 
experimentally, the ©ritleal te^ erature of state is 
the highest tei^ erattire for whieh a non-zero solution of 
Iq. (6,8) ©an be found, with % taking the derivative 
of both side® of {6.8) with respeet to S^ ,. setting 
and taking as a linear funetion of temperature of the 
P>|g| 1 3q-»-r - 0 
r>©| •2r<Cp-q)<2r/3f p-*'^  - 0 
g>lF|s -3q<r<f| ap+q-i-r- 0 
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fora w® flM that Is gif®n by 
%15 » A^«r^  . (6.10) 
W® hav© gl^ #ii In Bf. (5.35) ^3bi® formula for th® paramagnatie 
Bu.so®ptiblllty of th® system, ^ leh ean b® witten with th® 
aid of th® relation (fp^  - f|,^  " 
c 3(T-Tp,)*gr^ ^ (6.H) 
3(Mp,)(T-Ty,-Tj) 
fh@r®for®j, Tpjg eaa b® obtainad from th® ®xp®rlmental data, 
and w® haT® in analogy with Iq, (6,10) th© relation 
Sine® at t@B5>®ratur« 
* (6.13) 
this proTldes a third ralation b®tw®®a th® oonstantsj 
• (6.ill.) 
fher© is, th«r®foro, on© moleeular fi®ld parara®t®r to adjust, 
whleh ean b® eho®«n so that th® tei^ joratur© eo@fflei®nts 
 ^Az j^Pss r®asonabl® niagnlttid®. H®®! (33) has 
discuss®d th® «3cp«ct®d order of aagnltud® for th® t®]^ ®ratur® 
eoeffl©l©nts of th® aolseular field-parameters and has ©sti-
aat®d-a valu® of 10"*^ /for the order of aagnitud®. 
If w® ehoos® for our arbitrary constant th© valu® of 
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XpgCf^ ) and ®xpi*«ss all the paraaieters as 
funotlons of «guival®ntly, of th© function 
a « 3j[icjf+i3"^  
wh©r« 
W® find that 
X « ltXpj^ (f^ )S^ /^kf . (6.16) 
j^kz • -* . (6.17) 
Si5 * • V%g) . (6.18) 
then and are known, obtained 
from Iqs* (6.10) and (6.12)* Portmately, when w« ealculat® 
^^ 2 and p^jg as function® of Q, w© find that they are of 
th® order of magnitud® of 10*V®^  only a relatively 
small rang® of values of 
The data {2# 3) show that for dysprosiuii 
%E ® 176^  » 
% « 85®k: . {6.19) 
The values of the parameters we have ohosen for th® sub­
sequent exploratory calculations are given in fabl® I?, 
where we have Included a value for the parameter K which 
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Tabl® I?, ?alu@s of the parameters used in the Investi­
gation of ferroia&gnetic^ antlferromagnetle transitions In 
the ffioleeular field approxlaatlon. 
parameter ¥alue 
X42® 8.7i|4xlO^  oersted® 
Xpg ® 9 #856x10^  oersteds 
K 1.576x103 oersteds 
7.1^ 97x10-V*^  
SpjS -6.6ij.93ElO*V®K 
allows ®pln flop to oecur for orders aagnltud® of the 
esEternal aagnetle field wMoh agree with the experimental 
results for dysproelua, These are also the eoefficlents 
used in all the quantitative ealeulatlons of Chapter ? 
and represented in Figs* 7 through 11, 
In all the oalculations of Chapter® ? and VII, we have 
taken J*15/2 and These values, which are ap-
.propriate for the l+f shell of dysproslu® {23, p. ^ 3), lead 
to an effeotlve aagnetie moment per ato» of 10,65M.g» for 
teii^ eraturea above the leel te^ erature. fhe ejqjerlaentally 
measured effective magnetic moment per atom is 10.6l|.jAg, for 
teaperaturea fro« 177 to 730®1{1), 
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?II. COMPAHISOM OF fHiORT AID EXPIRIMEIT 
A. The Suseeptlbilltj for W®ak Applied Pl©lds 
In th® previous ehapt«rsi, w# hav® derived th® solutions 
of th® laoleeulmr fl®ld equations for arbitrary magnitudes 
and directions of the implied iiagnttl© field, W@ consider 
in thi® 6hapt@r th® predictions of our model coneernlng the 
aagn®tl0 properties of dysprosium a®tal. For all ©alculations, 
th® values used for the moleeular field coaffielents and the 
anisotropy parameter K are given In fable IV, 
In order to have a change between ordered phases. It is 
neeessary to asfuiae that and Xj.^  vary with teii^ eratur® * 
The ealeulatlon# of thi# section are carried out under th® 
assumption that and X^ g are linear functions of tei^ era-
ture of form (6,6), At the teaperature ©f the P-A tran­
sition, we recall from Eq. (4.9) that X^ jg(f^ ) * 
which li^ ll@s that theoretical sus­
ceptibility Xn, for fields parallel to th© preferred axis# 
is gi"«f®n by Iq. C5»57) f «^ nd behaves like that of a normal 
antlferromagnetic, since it decreases aonotonlcally with 
decreasing teaperature. However, , the susceptibility 
for fields perpendicular to th© preferred axis, Is given by 
Iq. (5.75)* It steadily Increases to a very large value as 
the tenperature decreases from 176*^ , the leel tea^ erature 
for the antlferromagnetic state, to 85*^ » the transition 
teaperature this behavior Is to be contrasted with 
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that of a normal antlferromagnetlc# where ^ s^t&jn nearly 
eonstant. The suseeptlblllties Xn Xj_ are shown aa 
functions of t©iB|>«ratur© In Fig. 12, Th® ©xptrlmental 
susceptibility obtained from the data of Elliott, Legvold 
and Spedding (3) is shown in 1^  4 V^ hen p so that 
the axis of alignment of the angular momenta is the z axis, 
it follows that 
a^v + )/3 » (7.1) 
where X&v theoretical susceptibility for a poly-
erystalline sample with erystallites randomly oriented and 
is plotted in Fig, 12 as a function of T. The susoeptl-
bility drops and then rises as the t®B5>©ratur© decreases 
from the l®''el tewperature, thus aooountlng qualitatively for 
similar behavior in the experiaental susceptibility of Pig, 13. 
If this explanation is correct, the susceptibility for a 
single crystal in any one direetion would not show this be­
havior, On the other hand, the single crystal susceptibility 
should be strongly anisotropic at tew^ eratures well below the 
Heel point, an effect which would provide an interesting test 
of the predictions of our calculations. 
If we take K<0, the direction of alignment of the 
angular momenta in ssero field is perpendicular to the z axis* 
With the simple form we have assumed for the anisotropy# 
there Is then no preferred direction in the x-y plane and 
the angular momenta would align perpendicular to the applied 
field for fields along the x and y, as well as the z axes. 
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fh® suie#ptlbilitles along all three ax©s wottld then incr®a®® 
steadily &.s the t«mp#rati3.r« d®er#as@s, fh® poiyeryetallin® 
susceptibilityT'^ wew.ld hav® no minliBam in this oai®. If how­
ever, so«® form ©f aiiisotr©py wer® present, caused by strains 
in th® crystallites or by saall anisotrepio inttratojil© 
interaetioni which w® hav® ii«gl®et@d, th® ®xp®rt«®ntal X-
would again b® given by Iq. (7.1)* 
fhe loBg raag® of tei^ eraturs over which th® experimental 
susceptibility rises is accounted for in our aodel by the 
behavior of the suaeeptibility X- > which starts to rise at 
th# leel t@B^ «ratmre and Increases to a very larg® value at 
the ^ transition t®^ eratur« At first It was thought that 
the rise in susceptibility could be explained by the presence 
of short range ferromagnetic order in the antiferromagnetic • 
state, fhis explanation seea® unlikely however, sine® the 
peak in the heat capacity at 85*K# shown in Fig. lij., is very 
sharp and does not seea to have the large tail character­
istic of the presence of short rang® order, 
1, fhe Behavior of the System in Strong Magnetic Fields 
In our-model, the molecular field coefficients have 
been chosen so that state Aj^  is stable for zero field and 
temperatures between 8^  and 176®!:, State A^  is unstable 
relative to Ag because its angular moa®nta ar® aligned pe^ r*-
pendieular to the preferred axis, Ferro-iaagnetic stat® F is 
unstable above 85^  because, with its angular moMentum 
1I4., Th® heat eapaelty ©f dysproilwm, 
from til© data ot Griff©! t SkocMopole, 
and Speddlng Ci|.). 
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arrangeaent, th© tr@@ @n®rgy of ®x©haog« Is higher than for 
stat© Ag, With aoltemlar field eoefflelents that vary with 
teraperattir®, th® relatlT® Iwportane® of th© exehang® and 
anlsotropy energies ehanges, fhls effeet shows up elearly 
if we exaaint th® behavior of the system as a funetion of 
F for fields directed along the ts axis. We have already 
dessribed the phenomenon of spin flop in Ghapter V, Equation 
(Sp^ 9) gi^ @s approximately the threshold field at which 
spin flop oeeurs, as a function ®f teaperature* Figure 15 
shows If as a function of f (the curve designated by the 
symbol X), as ealoulated using approximation (5*^ 9) for the 
whole temperature rang# in question,. 
We wish also to analyse as a funetion of tei^ erature 
the laagnetie field strength® for which states and F be* 
ooiae identieal, Eh,® properties of are described in 
Chapter ?, where It is shown that ean exist only for 
fields less than a eritieal field given by 
- - C2#4€)S^  ^ , (7.2) 
which is obtained by setting « 0 in lq» {5#l|-2), and 
where is obtained from Iq, (5.4) with « a-p* For 
fields above only state F can exist, fh® field as 
a function of f is shown In Fig, 15 by th® curve marked 
with the symbol A , 
The relative stability of state® A^  and F ean be 
examined for 0 » 0 hj using approximation (5.6l) for the 
15, fht© H-f diagram showing th© stable stat® at to^ erature T and 
its d®p©iad@nee upon th© aagnitud© of th© applied field H, when H is 
dlr®et®d along th© 2 axis, Thm letters F, and giv® th© t^ e 
of order whieh is gtatel# in «aeh of th® regions hounded bj th© 
solid eurves, Th® solid eurves r®pr©s®nt values of H and f for 
whieh transitions oeeur h®tw®®n ordered st«t«s. 
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fp@® ®mrgj mt 4^  and emlctJlatliig th® fre® energy of P 
exactly froa Eg* (3.21) with fh® result of this 
ealewlation Is given In Fig, l$p wh®r® the ewrw aarked by 
th« symbol 0 represents the eritleal falues of th® field 
for whieh the free energies of statea Ajg wd F are e«pal, 
For teMperatmres elose to SS'^  and 176%, the field 
reaehes th® value before state beeome# more stable 
than Ag. therefore, for these ranges of temperature, the 
coapetitioa is between statea A^ , and'F. fhe ranges of 
tei^ erature la question are from 85 to 112^  and froa 171 
to 176approxlaately# as indicated In Fig,* 15* 5he solid 
portioBS of the eurve marked with th® e^ bol 0 represent the 
boundary between states A^  and F in the H-T plane, for ^ *0, 
A dlseontlnuity in aagnetieation ooeur» when.the field 
exeeeds the value on this ©urve for te^ eratures between 85 
and 112but not for th® range froM 171 to 17<&*^ C. Although 
the term spin flop i» generally uied to the diaeontlnuous 
change of is^ ln direction whieh oeeur® when the system changes 
from state Ag to A^ , we extend its meaning to include also 
the discontinuous change associated with th® switch froa 
state Ag to F. 
• In Pig, 15» the curves draw® with solid lines represent 
as functions of tei^ eratur® the fields for which changes In 
ordering occur. -We notice that in the Intermediate tempera­
ture rang® two changes occur, the change A^  to A^  ^followed 
by t© P» The foraer change Is accon^ janied by the 
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dlscontimlty la Magnetization shown In Pig, 10, whleh gives 
magnttl'ssatlon Qurwm for fall|.3,6'^ ,* fh@ magnetization is 
eontlnmowa for th® lattar ehang®i but th® iuieeptlblllty Is 
dlseontinuou®.-, 
fh® dlseusBlon of this section (and Fig. 15). has all 
b®®n for th« ©xt#rnal Magnetic fi®ldss along the z axis 
C^ «o). w@ call attention also to the magnetization curves 
for 0^ -0^  In Pig, 10, leagmr®a®nt of th® magnet­
ization as a function of the magnitud® .and direction of th® 
applied magnetic field and as a function of tea^ eratur® for 
a single crystal of djsproaium would provide an interesting 
test of the predictions of our theory, fhe magnetization 
curves for different teaperatureg in the range for which 
spin flop Is predicted would all look qualitatively similar 
to the curves in Fig, 10, 
Some interesting predictions can be aade froa the H-f 
diagram ©f Fig, 15 fo3P 1 directed along the z axis. For 
example, it Is apparent that the teoperature at which the 
P-A transition oecura is a strong function of the magnitude 
of th® applied field, an effect itelch could be looked for 
in specific heat aeasureaents. fhe field-'Variation of the 
temperature Tf of th® F-A transition would yield data which 
3-Rather high precision was required in carrying out 
the numerical calculations. The particular tei^ erature 
i1|3,6^  Is not significant. It lies In the alddle of th® 
range of temperature for which spin flop occurs, and it 
happens to make the solution of certain transcendental 
equations easier. 
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would help d®terffliia« eoapl«tely th® four par&m®teri w® 
hav® introdmesd for th® t®nip#ratur® variation of th® 
molecular fi®ld eo®ffiei«nts. Another effect shown in 
Fig* 15 ii that for small aagnetie fields th© transition 
is fro® F to Ag, whil® for large fields it is P to A^ ,. 
leutron diffraction measurements eo^ uld detect this effect, 
line© they would enable the direction of alignment of th® 
spins to be detemined as well as the presence of super* 
lattice lines for th® state A^ ., It is also apparent that 
for large fields th® F-A transition does not occur at all. 
We now compare the predictions of our model on magnet-
izatlon curves with th® experimental data for polycrystalline 
dysprosium. To aak® a fuaatltativ© prediction, we would 
need to know th® magnetlssatlon for a single crystal as a 
function of the magnitude and direction of th© applied field, 
so that we could calculate the magnetization for a sample 
in which the crystallites are randomly oriented. We can see 
at least qualitatively, however,, what the answer will be by 
examining th®' theoretical magnetization curves of Fig, 10 
for 09*0, 301 md 90® and T«ll|.3.6®K, A properly weighted 
average of the three ctirves would look rather similar to the 
magnetiiation curves In Fig. l6, which are taken from the 
data of Elliott, Iiegvold, and tpedding (31* 
From, the standpoint of our model, we Interpret the ex­
perimental curves of Fig. l6 as follows* For the low field 
portions of the curves, the effect of the magnetic field Is 
Pig.- 16. Eepp#®entati¥© ffl&gnetl^ atlon em'vas for dysprosium, froa 
the data of Elliott, L^ gvold, and 'Sp@Mlng (3), 
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smaXl cQa^ aped to tb.« anlsotropy, so thut the angular 
momenta raaain Mor® or less aligned along th® z axis, and 
th® n«t aagn®ti*ation of th# ssu^ le is small, fh© magnet-
ifiation ©wv®s rite rapidly wb.«n tb.® a»gnetic field ov®r-
o©ae» th# anitotropj, eorr®spending t© th® larg® suseepti-
bility p®rp®ndieular t©^  tb,® direction of preferred align* 
ai®nt, Tfe® aagnttization ewir«s l©wl off for larg® fi®lds, 
wh®n th« antlf«rr©iiagn«tie state lias b«eoat identleal with 
Stat® F {parftaagaati® Baturation)^  A weighted avarag® of 
th® aagn®tisati©n emrf®s of Pig, 10 wmild s®@m to giv® a 
pr®dlet®d mgn«tiEation for & poljerystallin® aaffl|»l« which 
do®s not rise a® ®t®®ply a® th® ®xp«ria®ntal Magnetization, 
This ®o«®s about beeaw®® th® 9^ ® turv® is weighted mora 
heavily than th® 0® emrv® in taking th® average. 
We also s®® now th® es®@ntl'al rol® that th® anlsotropy 
playa, sine® if it w©re abs®nt» th® polycrystalUne magnet­
isation emrves would look lik© the eurv® for in Fig, 
10, fh® field for whieh ^ in flop oeeurs la.determined 
by th® magnitude of the anlsotropy, as follows from Iq, 
W® ©an dedue® th® sl«e of the anlsotropy from the 
®iperi»ental data if we aake th® reasonable aisuajjtlon that 
Hf li the field for iteieh th® experimental magnetization 
eiirves begin t© depsa*t rapidly .from their low field linearity. 
We eoa^ ar® in Fig, 1? the experiaental H|. determined this 
way and the theoretieaO. ©aleul&ted from Iq, The 
etarves do not agree quantitatively» whieh is not surprising 
Pig, 1?, F£®ld Mg. as a. fmnetiom ©f T from theory an4 ©j^ jsrlaent. 
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sine® th® valta® of I was merely a ©.arefml gu®ss. How­
ever, on th® basis of this eomparlson w® oould Improve th® 
valu# of X for futmr® ealemlatlons by taking a lower valw®, 
fh© th0or«tl6&l and #35|s®ri»®ntal cwrvos for agr®© 
qualltatlvoly In shap® at least, sine# th®y'both flatten 
out for higher tei^ eratures. 
fhe field 1^ , which represents the erltieal field at 
which th® ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetlc states have 
the same free energy for 0 not too clos® to zero, is given 
by Iqs* (5*78) and C5-.79)* I* appears that la a rather 
coi^ lleated function of 0 and f, Although w® have not 
carried out the analysli, we esspect that for a polycrystal-
line saffl5>le in a magnetic field the heat capacity anomaly 
associated with the P-A transition will become aaeared out, 
because the transition teni^ erature of each crystallite will 
depend upon its orientation relative to th® field. For 
magnetic fields parallel to the z axis, the displacement of 
transition tea^ jerature of the F«»A transition is shown In 
Pig. 15 by the lower branch of the solid curve mrked by 
th® symbol 0, which starts at the point f*85®K, H«0. For 
fields perpendicular to the z axis {X«a«p+l), the values of 
H and f for which the F«A transition occurs are obtained 
from lqs» (5.?6) and (5.79) H® on th® curve 
with 
« (•2p+K)S , (7.3) 
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S a J Bj[^ (a-p+K)S/lcf] . (7.i|-) 
It is a ^ omequ&m® of Iq, (7.3) that th® dlsplaeeiaant of 
is l«ss for 1 p«rp©Mletilar to th@ z axis than for H 
parallel. The field required to suppress the F-A transition 
altogether In a polycrystallin© sample is given by the 
maximja valme of as a fian©tlo«i of t#H5)©ratwr©, Th® N©®1 
t®Mp©ratwr® is also ©hang®d by the presenoe of a magnetic 
field, although l#s® gtrongly than fhi® effect is shoura 
in pig. 15 by the upper branoh of the ®olid ourv© marked by 
the symbol 0, whieh passes through the point f»176*^ , H»0, 
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C, Th«rmodynfiai0 Imtur® of ths Magnetic Transitions 
Th® high teH^ eratur© antlferromagnetic to paramagnetic 
transition Is an ordlnaiT^  second order transition, if we 
take seriously the expreision for the free energy given by 
Eq, (3,21), then we predict that the F-A transition is of 
first order. This result agrees with that of Smart (6) for 
the special cage J**!, However, it must be enphasized that 
the temperature dependence of the molecular field coef­
ficients - an essential feature of the molecular field theory 
of the P-a transition - wa® not introduced in a consistent 
way, but was thrown in after the free energy expression was 
derived, a proper derivation would have to proceed by con­
sidering the molecular field coefficients as explicit 
functions of the lattice parameters, and then calculating 
the 01bbs function for a given applied pressure, rather 
than working from the leliriaoltz free energy at constant 
volume - as has been done in our work, 
fhe 03^ ected change in entropy at the P-a transition 
and the associated latent heat of transformation will now 
be coi^ uted froa our jaodel. fhe entropy S is obtained from 
the free energy P by the relation 
s « - c)P/d T . <7.5) 
For the ith ordered state in zero field, P can be written 
according to (3.21) and (3,22) as 
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F£ « nkT - In 2^  , (7,6) 
with 
XI sr  l iXj^s^/kT ,  (7.7)  
Si  «  J  BjCxi)  * (7 .8)  
Xi  «  Xi®{l4-£3^T) ,  (7.9)  
-  (2J4-l)x,  /  3cri2I  
Zi «Uinh_- 1sinh . (7.10) 
From Efs,  (7 .7)  and (7.9)# w® hav« 
T «  ifcXi^S^/ l texjr  -  ^Xj_®%Si)  .  (7.11)  
A eonvenlent  teehniqu® for  carrying out  th© der l i ra t i i r® with 
respeet  to  T of  Eq.  (7 .6)  i s  to  eonsider  and T as  
funct ions of  the parameter  so that  
S »  -  (dF/dX£)/ |aT/dXi)  ,  (7.12)  
Without  giving th® detai ls ,  w® asser t  that  th® ©ntropy for  
th© 1th s ta te ,  denoted by th« symbol  S( l ) ,  i s  given by 
S ( i )  «  a t e  [ i n  %  -  ( g N x j ^ S ^ / j )  
-I-  ,  (7.13)  
Th© ohang© In ©ntropy AS assoeiated with the P-A t ransi t ion 
is  
Ill 
m * - Xjj,®€p) S^ (T,p5 , (7.li+) 
whleh tor the eonatant® w© ha-re chosen for oiar exploratory 
caloulatlon has the ifalue per gram atomie weight of 
AS « 0.21 1 . (7,15) 
This is a rather large fraction of the total magnetic 
entropy, and would lead to a measurable latent heat at the 
F-A transition. The data of Griffel, Skochdopole, and 
Speddlng (I4.) do not establish ©onclusively whether the P*A 
transition is' of first order with a imall latent heat, or 
of second order, fh© entropy S{i) of Iq. {7.13) has a 
constant iraliae of R In I6 or 5.50$ cal deg"^  {g atom)""^  
for temperatures greater than the le'el temperature, She 
experimental value for the magnetic contribution to the 
entropy of dysprosium at 300has been determined by 
driffel, Skochdopole, and Spedding (ij.) to be 5.616 cal deg'^  
(g atoa)*^ . 
We should ©s^ hasize, however, that hB calculated above 
depends solely upon the parameters we have introduced 
arbitrarily for the te^ a^ erature variation of the molecular 
field coefficients, and not upon any fundamental property 
of the system, Therefore, we do not believe that our calcu­
lation makes a valid prediction either for the order of the 
P-A transition or for the magnitude of the latent heat* 
The same criticism applies to the derivation of Smart (6) 
for the order of the P-A transition and the change of 
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entropy associated with it, 
fh® heat eapaeity S(i) for the ith ordered state in 
zero applied magnetic field can be o&lctilated from Iq, (7.13) 
by applying the relation 
C(i) « f dS{i)/df , (7.16) 
which yields 
0(1) « (2nlk/J) . (7,17) 
fhere is the usual discontinuity In C(l) at the leel tea^ era-
ture, which is given by 
40(1) « 8onmc^ 2(^ 4.1)2  ^ (7.18) 
For dysprosim, where J*l5/2, Iq. (7.18) glTes for &C(i) a 
value of 2.l|8 H or i|..90 eal d©g"'^ (g atoa)*^ . This value is 
to be eoiipared to a value of about 8.00 cal deg'*^ (g atom)"^  
which can be estimated from the heat capacity curve given in 
Pig. li|... fhe two value® agree in order of magnitude, which 
is the agreement es^ eeted in the molecular field approximation, 
because of its failure to take into account properly the short 
range order effects which predominate at tibte leel teiaperature. 
The heat capacity of dysprosium shoTO In Fig,' ll+ has a 
very large peak at a tei^ erature of 17il.^ j which lends 
strong support to the interpretation that an i^ ortant mag­
netic ordering takes place near this tengperature. Since 
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the metal does not hav® a pamanent magnetlisatlon for 
te^ eratures above 85^ » this hag been th© principal basis 
for eonelwding that dysproslm 1® antiferroaagnetic between 
85*^  and th® leel teffiperatwr® of 174*^ . 
Ilk 
?III. SITMM&IT 
fh© molecular fl«ld approximation has been applied to 
the study of ferromagnetic-antif©rromagn®tie phase tran­
sitions in dysprosium metal. Both ferromagnetic and anti-
ferromagnetic interatomic interactions are 'assumed to exist 
in th© structure, and they are taken to vary slightly with 
te^ erature. In addition# an anisotropy energy has been 
introduced which arises from the effect of crystal fields. 
The ffloleeular field equations for zero applied magnetic 
field have been inirestigated and several ordered arrange­
ments for the structure have been derived. Solutions of 
the equations have been found for arbitrary magnitude and 
direction of the applied magnetic field. 
Prom our model, we make the following predictions 
concerning the magnetic behavior of single crystals of 
dysprosium. 
1. For tei^ jeratures in the antlferromagnetic rang®, we 
predict a large anisotropy in the single crystal sus­
ceptibility. The susceptibility ^ 11, for weak fields 
parallel to the preferred axis, behaves like that of a 
normal antlferroaagnetlc, decreasing steadily with 
decreasing temperature. The susceptibillty^ j^ , for 
weak field® perpendicular to the preferred axis. 
Increases strongly and aonotonlcally as the teai^ jera-
ture decreases. 
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2, For temperatures In the antiferromagnetle rang® and for 
fields making small angles with the preferred axis of 
alignment of the angular aomenta# the phenomenon of spin 
flop occurs* fh© angular momenta undergo a sudden change 
in their directions of alignment, and the corresponding 
magnetisation cur¥es .are discontinuous, 
3, The transition teasperatur® of the P-A transition for 
magnetic fields parallel to the preferred axis is a 
strong function of the applied field, Increasing with 
increasing field. For saall constant magnetic fields, 
the transition is between state P and Ajg, For larger 
fields it is F - Ajj. Finally, when the magnetic field 
exceeds a certain critical ^ alue, the P-A transition 
does not occur at all and the system remains in state P» 
The following results are obtained for polycrystalline 
dysprosluiB, 
1, The behavior of the experimentally measured suscepti­
bility, which increases rapidly o^ er a wide rang® of 
temperatures in the ant1ferromagnetic range as the 
temperature decreases, is accounted for by the rapid 
rise in the susceptibility 
2* The sharp' peak in the heat capacity at the teiiperature 
of the F*A transition should become smeared out in the 
presence of large magnetic fields. This should happen 
because the transition tei^ erature for a single crystal 
depends upon the orientation of the magnetic field 
relative to the crystal. 
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Appendix A,.. A Msewssloia of Anlsotropy 
It is essential for th® understanding of antlferro-
aagnetisBi to include aa ani®otr©py energy in the Haalltonian 
for the magnetie tysteai,' as hag been pointed out by Hagaiaiya 
(20). Without anisotropy the susceptibility would be eon* 
stant below the leel tea^ er&ture for all orientations of the 
external field relative to the crystalline axes, since in 
thermal equilibrlUM all domains would be aligned perpen­
dicular to the external field. An extensive review of 
anisotropy effects has been published by lagaiaiya, Yosida 
and Kub© (15)» who describe the principle sources of ani­
sotropy, These are the nagnetlc dipolar interaction, the 
anisotropic exchange interaction, and the crystalline elec­
tric field. 
For anisotropic interactions between spins, the inter­
action between spins m and n can be written 
<=14 ®ml ®nj • 
Where is a real constant and the sumatlong over 1 and • 
j are over the coaponents of and S^ , fhe 
derived for the eases of the magnetic dipolar interaction 
and the anisotropic exchange interaction. The anisotropic 
exchange interaction cornea from the combined effects of Ii.S 
coupling and isotropic exchange interaction and can be derived 
by a perturbation calculation in which the energy state® l^it 
by the crystal fields are taken as the unperturbed states. 
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Most work on anlsotropy ©ffeets eoiaeerns tb.® Ions of 
th« iron gromp, wfeur® th.® orbital lingular iBo«ntum of th® 
3d shell is qu«neh®d hj the crystal fieldi. Yosida (3I1.) and 
lagaaiya (35) discussed ttoe eaie of CtiClg.gHgO using 
anisotropic interactions of the form (11,1). Sorter and 
Haantjes (27) have also used fora (11,1) In discussing 
Cu0l2»2l2O, but they Include an anisotropic g-factor, which 
arises when a magnetic field is applied to an ion in a 
crystalline electric field, fh© change in energy level© 
of the ion due to the aagnetic field can be described by 
making the ordinary g-factor a tensor, Ihls technique, 
described by Bleaney and Stevens (3^ ), is appropriate when 
the crystal field ®pllttings are large co^ ared to the effects 
of the external magnetic field or of the molecular fields 
arising from the exchange interactions. 
In the TOtali ©f the rare earth group, the splitting® 
produced by crystal fields are raich smaller than spin-orbit 
interactions, @0 that the ground states of the ijjf shell show 
Russell*Saunders coupling, the total angular moaentua J being 
given by Hmnd»s rule, fhe crystal field produces anisotropy 
effects by splitting the various degenerate eigenstates of 
J, The theory of these splittings has been described by 
Stevens (37), using the method of operator equivalents to 
evaluate the matrix elements of the crystal field between 
states of the sane total angular moaentum J, 
The rare earth netals, for the most part, have hexagonal 
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clos®«paeked stinactur#®, so that an apppoprlat® expression 
for tb® orysfeal pottntlal function in th® vicinity of th® 
atom is 
whsr© terms of i®gr©» i^ . and higher hav® b@®n n®gl®et@d and 
th® su«!ation 1® taken ov#r th® coordinates of all th® i|f 
©leetrons, Stevens (37) showed that th® matrix @l«a®nt0 of 
potential (11,2) ean b® ©valuatad ®aslly by replacing fora 
(11,2) by its operator equivalent 
a r^  3 J/- . (11.3) 
wh®r© a is a proportionality constant which depends upon 
r^  is th® average of r^  over th® radial part of th® itf wave 
funetion and is th® operator for th® z projeetion of th® 
angular aomentuM, fh® natrix oleaents of operator (11,3) 
glv® th© orystal splitting®. fh®r®fer®, th© energy of the 
ith atom in th® erystal field given by potential (11.2) ean 
b® written 
wh®r® is th© anisotropy of th® ith ato» du® to the erystal 
fields, K is a eonstant whieh glv®e th® aiagnitud® of the ani­
sotropy, gj. is th®. Lands'^  §*• fa#tor for angialar aojientum J| and 
jAjg is the Bohr magneton. The ter« Involving" th® square of 
th® angular «oa®ntua J(J+1) has b®.on dropped in expression 
(11.1+), sino® it will affect neither the magnitude nor 
iireotion of the average angular moaentua of the atoms of 
th® ith sublattie#. 
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Appendix B» Additional Solutions of th© Molecular Field 
Iqumtlons 
In Cliapter I?.# molecular field efuatioas (ii-.S) in the 
absene® of external fields w»r« eonaidered, but only 
solutions w«r® discussed for wlileh all tb.© Xj^  Con® for ®aeh 
lublattice) had th® »iua@ Talu«, In ^ i» appendix, we in-
¥®stigat® th® @xlst®ne® of other solutions and th®ir sta-
bllltf relative to th® solutions with oqual X's. W« con­
sider th@ set of aquations 
- 2/ - K  ^» 0 , (11,5) 
with 
Si * J Bj{|AXiSiA5?) » (1^ .3) 
If w® limit ourselves to th® aquations for tha x 0oa5)onents, 
Eqs. (11,5) ean b« written 
-Xi 
r 
P 
<3 
P 
<1 
P 
. 
r p p q P 
'1 
1^ 
p q p q 2^ 
q r p q p q X3 
P r q p q p X|^  
q P q -X5 r p q 
p q p r 
-H q p % 
q p q P q • XY r Xj 
p q p q p r 8^ 
0 ,(11.6) 
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where w« have substituted for The equations for 
the 2 coi^ onents ©an b# obtained bj replaeing X by (X-K) 
and XjL by in Iqs. (11,6)» 
% suitably combining Iqs, <11,6), w® find that 
(p+qlCxx + xg + Xj + x|^ + + xg) , (11,7) 
and 
b = ?i-?2 « • "^ 5-% « " 
(p-.q)Cx3^ -X2 + 3C3*3I|^  + ' (11.8) 
where 
% " [}t (p+q-3?)]xj^ , (11.9) 
and 
?! « [Xj^  + (p-q+rQx^ . . (11,10) 
For a gifen falme of the teicparature and the parameters 
p, q, and r, Eq®, (i}..3) with written for and Iq. (11,9) 
deteralne Xj and consequently also uniquely as a function 
of Xj|_, Likewise ?£ is a function only of xj_, fftien these 
functional dependences are known, curves of constant 
a =« Ug , (11,11) 
and 
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e&n b# drawn In the xi - xg plan®, and tb@ lnt©rs@etlons of 
thes® curves ean b® Iwestigated, W® Mt® onlj earri®d omt 
the analysis for th® iii^ l# ea®® In which a pair of thes® 
oiarir®s interseet at aogt in a slngl® point, A sufficient 
©ondltlon for at most a slngl® lnt®rs®ctlon Is that the 
functions and b® aonotonle, which they are if 
wh®r® T 1,8 the t«n^ «ratur® of th® systea. Conditions (ll.llj.) 
and (11,15) me-rni that states B and 0 of Table II are unstable 
relatlY® to th® disordered stat®, fhen solutions of Bqs.(11.7) 
and (11,8) ar® only possible If all the with old sub­
scripts are equal and all th# with @¥®n subicrlpts ar® 
equal, Th® problem is now on® of only two variables, and 
Eqs, (11,7) and (11,8) reduce to 
C ' ( - p . < 3  +  r ) < T  ,  (ll.lif) 
C » ( - P  +  q -  3 ? ) < T  ,  (11,15) 
% + tlfg • ii.(p+f)CXj^  Xg) * 0 $ (11,16) 
% • Vf - » Xg) • 0 , (11,17) 
\Xl - 3(p+q) - « - [xg - 3(p+q)-30X2 , (11,18) 
[Xi - 3(p«q) + ^ *1 » [Xg - 3Cp-g) *^ 2^ • 
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For 
e*{ 3P + + X* ) < T , (11,20) 
@mh of Iq, (ll,l8) Is a aonotonle funetlon of x, and 
s© th« only possible solutions foF If# (11,18) retjulr© that 
^1 * " ^2* H * ^2* Also tor 
C'{3P - 3Q - R) < 1* , (11.21) 
®ach m®inb®i» of Iq, (11,19) ® aionotonie funetiom of x, 
and Iq, (11,If) has a solution only if Xj^  * xg# and again 
1^ " ^2* both Inequalities ape reversed, so. that 
C»( 3p + 3q + r ) > f » (11,22) 
c»( 3p - 3q - r ) > f , (11.23) 
then th® Members of tooth lq», (11,18) and (11.19) 
inonotonlc functions of x. For this ease, solutions of 
B,.. (11,18) and (11.19) for whleh  ^Xj. The 
phytioal signifieanc® of eondltions (11.22) and (11,23) is 
that states A and F ar© both itable relative to th® dis­
ordered state, Th® typieal form of curves (11,18) and 
(11,19) thi® cas© ig shown in Pig, 18, Gurv© (ll,l8) 
is the ©lllpse-lik® curv® with its laa^ or axis along th® 
lin® i\i « ^ t)» whil© curv© (11,19) has its Major axis 
along th© lin® » • Xg)* 
Possibl© consistent solutions of Iqs, (11,6) exist at 
th® intsrseetions of a dashed eurv® with a solid eurve. 
Fig. 18. ffpleal fom® of e\i3?¥© (11.18), whlcb Is %hm dasltod e\32»¥@ 
eontaljQlng point F, and emrv® (11.19), ^ Ich Is th# solid 
©ontainlng point A. fh® dottM eajpres &m e-strires of ©oast&nt 
free energy states A and F, 
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th® (imsfe.®d enrfes eoa« from lq» (11.10) m& th@ solid 
from B<|. (11.19) • point® labelled P and A ar© tlie 
states already described in Ctapter If't which th© X*s 
are all equal. The ether points of Interseotion labelled P 
represent new solwtioas, fhes® solutions haw higher free 
energies than both P and A, as can he seen in Fig* l8, where 
eontours of eonstant free energy are drawn through points A 
and F (the dotted lines). Point f lies iniide both thei® 
contours and therefor© has a higher free energy than either 
P or A, iinoe the free energy ©ontomrs nearer the origin 
represent higher free energies. Thus we «e© that when states 
P and A ar© both atable relative to the disordered state| 
and B and C are unstable, states F and A ar© more stable than 
any other poeaible solutions. 
We believe that in all oasee the stable arrangement is 
one for which all th© X*s are equal. We have not carried 
through th® analysis for sates other than when P and A are 
stable^  except under the asiumption that all the X»s are 
equal, •• the general procedure would be to draw curves of 
constant a and b, which ©an now intersect in more than on® 
point,. All c^ ombinations of points «iust then be tried in 
Iqs, (11,-7) and C12..8) to see if any of thea work. 
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Appendix C, Solution of th© loleoular Field Iquations in 
the leigliborliood of the Folnt Xj|^ «Xg*ii-0+K 
In th® antiferroaagnetie temperature region, th# state 
Ag is stable for ssero external field* fhis eorresponds to 
the point A " a-p+K) of Flgs» 7 and 8, All the 
solutions for »«t.ll magneti© fields lie ©lose to this point 
in X-spaee, fhe inTestigation of th® solution of the 
molecular field equations (5.1) in the neighborhood of 
point A iHUst be carried out with oar®, as this point turns 
out to be a rather singular point. Expressions (5.15) and 
C5.18) foi* and tan^  ^respectively are indeterminate at 
point A, and their Units depend upon the path of approach 
to A. fhe physical significance of thes© different llMlta 
will be ditcuseed below, 
Equation ($ ,22 )  determines the outer boundary of the 
allowed region in X*space, along which ^  * 0, In order to 
investigate the Halt along different curves in the allowed 
region, it becomes necesiary to ea^ and expressions (5.15) 
and (5.1^ ) to the fourth order in the quantities u and v, 
where 
u « X 3 _ - a  +  p -  K  , 
v * X g - a 4 - p - K  t  (11.25) 
In terms of these quantities» we have 
» (u-p+K)(v-p+l) - (11.26) 
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, (11.27) 
Th® necessity for ©jcpandlng to sueh a high oM®r 
appear® wfoen w® ®xaailn« 1^ , From l«j, C5.15)» find 
*«»»»« *3 
®3E'' * • aiir 4 K(u4.f) * (11.28) 
ifh«r« SaS(a»^ +K) is th@ aagoltiid# of tfe© angular aioaentum 
p®r atoa of ©ither sublattie® for X»a»p+K. In the limit as 
u and V approaeli «®r© (tb.« point 4)# tin® applied field 
should hat© a Halt s®ro for eartaln paths of approach to 
point Jl, It is avident froa Sq, (11,i8) that this ean only 
oocur if' u and r ar© ohosen In such a way that th© combi­
nation m+T itsalf la ®«all of seeond order in u and v, lo 
sueh' <aiffleulty arises with b«eams® 1® proportional 
to ^ 2# whieh Tanlshas'at A (In eontrast to A^ )* Aecordlng 
to Eq. (5.16)» th® valti© of Ij, for small u and v is gl^ en by 
- -\2[2s2 4 k|S2)3 4^  I(m4-Y^ -1 , (11.29) 
whor® the I^ndleat®® differentiation with respect to 
X at 1 « Similarly, can b© written a® 
^^ 2(1,/^ ) 4- K(m+¥[j-i , (11.30) 
where to fourth order in u and v 
L « (u-*'v)s2 + (m^ +uT+v^ ) (S^ ) - mv(«.4'T) (S^ ) 
+ u2v2(g2|''^ 4.  ^ (11.31) 
1314. 
Th® tang©Bt of th# fuigl® 0 between th© ©xternal field 
and th® e axl® is obtained at one® from th© ratio of 
Iqs, (11,30) and (11,29). eondltlon on u and v for tan 
0 to be finite {0  < w/g) for small «xt©rnal fields Is that 
th® quantity L b« small of fourth ord®r in u and v. fhe 
various ®urv®s for 0 « eonstant all start from the point A 
with th® e&m slop# and with th® saa© ©urfatur® a® th© 
ll.fflitlng @urT« (^ .22), and only depart from It and from ®ach 
othsr by t®m» of fourth order in u and v. This behavior 
is ©x®aplifi®d by th® eurv® ^  w 30® of Fig, 8, On th© oth«r 
hand, if the path along iirtiioh mm approach th® point A dif­
fers froM th© outer boundary line (0,22) by seoond order 
terms in u and v, th® limit of remains finite, Sino® 
still vanishes, w® ®®e that tan 0 Ib infinite, and 
0 « w/2. 
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Appendix D, Som« Useful Functions and fh®lr Properties 
In this appendix ar® given graphs of som® of th® functions 
which appear in th# discussion of th® ©arllsr chapters. The 
a^ illouin function B^ Cx)# which for ^ *15/2 is plotted as a 
function of x In'Fig, 1$, 1B given bj th@ relation 
, » (2in}x I X 
BjCx) * 2^  coth •• eoth , (11,32) 
fhe expansion of to order x3 is 
B,(.) . > CU.33) 
In Fig, 20 is plotted for S»XS/2 th® quantity (S/J) as 
a function of |C'X/f)» which is obtained by iolving th® 
transcendental ©<3uation. 
s « J . {ii..3) 
Incidentally,, an easy laethod for solving transcendental 
equation (1|.,3) 1® to make th© substitution 
X * |ixs/kf , (11.34) 
so that 
S « J %Cx) , (11.35) 
f » B^ {x)/kx , (11.36) 
How B and T are both functions of th® parameter x, Values 
of X are assumed, and the corresponding values of S and T 
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folir® Iq, 
Th@ ©rltleal t«iip«ratui'® th@ t©mp®ratimr@ below which 
Eq. {if.,3) has a solutloii other than th« trivial solution S«0, 
ean b® found as follow®,. Consid©!" both ald<is of Eq, (1|.,3) as 
functions of S, Th® eritieal tei^eratur® is the tefflpepa-
tur® for irtileh th® two fu»etions hav® th® same slop© at 3*0, 
For tei^eratur®# higher than th« two ourv®® interseet 
only at S^O, For tej^®ratur@® b«low T^, th© curvts intersect 
at SaO and at S|^©, This eomes about baeause th® slope of tho 
function gwS is independent of f, while th® slope of th® 
function I %C|i,XS/kT) increases as the teaperature decreases, 
for X constant or slightly teaperature dependent. 
Fig, 19* fli® fiplllowta tmmtlon Bj. ix) plott®4 against k, tow 
J«l5/2, Fimction Bj (x) is defined by If. (11.32). 
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